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OFFICIAL BULLETIN 
To the Students of Xavier University: 
Xavier University exists and has continuing reason for 
existence because more than 1900 years ago the first 
Christmas was enacted in the hills of Bethlehem when all 
the world was at peace. 
Ironically, as Christmas 1947 approaches, men are 
fighting over that little spot on earth, apparently oblivi-
ous to the historical fact and eternal significance of that 
event. The Bloodshed there is but a reflection of a great 
cold war that has men all over the world in its deadly grip. 
Today, as never before you should realize the value 
· of your Christian education-an education that gives you 
basic principles without which the world can never be at 
peace again. 
May the Christ of Bethlehem bless you and give you 
the strength to shape your lives according to the princi-
ples of Bethlehem. 
CELESTIN J. STEINER, S. J.· 
President of Xavier University 
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Junior Prom Higl1lights 
Early 1948 Social Whirl 
Class Of 1949 To Be Hosts Of Seni01·s At Annual 
Dance; Gibso1i Roof Garden Is Scene On Jan. 16 
Ushering in the 1948 social season on the heels of the 
year-end holiday season, members of the class of 1949 will 
play host to the class of 1948 with the semi-formal Junior 
Promenade at Hotel Gibson's Roof Garden, January 16, from 
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Clyde Trask and hiS orchestra, well-known 
for his long engagements at Coney 
Island, will be on the bandstand. 
Prom Queen 
Selection of the Queen for the 
Prom is being made at the Christ-
mas Dance in the Fieldhouse Fri-
day day night. Students and their 
dates attending the dance will take 
an active part in the selection 
' through applause a~ five finalists 
selected from a group of 12 Eve-
ning College students, chosen by 
the Prom Committee, parade be-
fore the audience. Jim Cullen, 
president of the senior class, will 
be king of the Prom, and Bert 
Downing, Student Council Presi-
dent, will be master of ceremonies. 
Seniors Favored 
Seniors planning to attend the 
festivities have been asked to pur-
chase their tickets at the reduced 
price of $2.40 from their Student 
Council representatives which in-
cludes: Howard Naberhaus, Neil 
O'Leary, Bert Downing, and Jim 
Cullen. All other students, includ-
ing juniors, must procure their 
tickets at $3.60 from Prom Com-
mitteemen: Jack Clines, Ralph 
Chambers, Bill Sewell, Fred Mein-
or, Bob Witte, Dick Olberding, 
Vince Hembrock, or junior repre-
sentatives in Student Council com-
posed of: Gabe Hartke, Tom Han-
na, Mel Hessler, and Dick Henkel. 
Tickets will also be sold after the 
Christmas holiday recess at the 
Bookstore in South Hall. 
Club To Discuss 
Timely Topics 
Most progressive program ever 
evinced by Xavier's Economics 
Club is planned for next semester. 
Among the pertinent subjects to 
be discussed are the Taft-Hartley 
Labor Bill, and the Marshall Plan. 
Special material has been obtained 
from the Russian Embassy on the 
latter topic. Sound movies on In-
ternational Trade, General Motors, 
and Procter and Gamble will be 
featured at meetings after the first 
of the year. • 
President .,Ed Glockner, gradu-
ating in February, will leave his 
office in the hands of Jake Swiet-
zer, the vice-president. 
At the December 11 meeting 
William Scanlon, Economics major, 
gave a well prepared paper on 
Economic Research. Due to the 
competition by the Football Ban-
quet, attendance fell to a new 
low for the year with only 27 
members being present. 
NFCCS B0.4RD 
TO INCLUDE. 
CLUB PREXIES 
.. ' 
The Xavier unit of the NFCCS is 
currently contacting leaders of all 
campus societies and clubs with 
the intention of forming a commit-
tee composed of representatives 
from each of these groups. Jerry 
Conrey, Junior delegate to the 
NFCCS, is personally conducting 
this activity in order to obtain a 
cross section of Xavier's view 
toward national issues affecting 
Catholic Colleges. 
At the first meeting of these 
campus leaders, held December 15, 
the initiation of the committee was 
discussed. It will begin operations 
shortly after the end of the Christ-
mas Recess to determine policies 
of the Xavier delegates who will 
attend the Regional Conference at 
Marion College, Indianapolis, In-
diana. 
Heidelberg Club 
Holds Xmas Party 
A one act play entitled "Ein 
Knopf" and a Christmas party 
were the features of the joint 
meeting of the German Club of 
Our Lady of Cincinnati College 
and the Heidelberg Club of Xavier 
University, Thursday evening, De-
cember 11, on the O.L.C. campus. 
The play, which is a comedy 
written by Julius Rosen, was under 
the direction of Mr. Joseph· E. 
Bourgeois, Xavier instructor of 
German and French. The cast, 
which represented both clubs,· in-
cluded Marian Reck and Virginia 
Cooper of O.L.C. and Dan Brown 
and Don Georgen of Xavier. Helen 
Poland gave a synopsis of the play 
in English before the play began. 
Members and friends of the two 
clubs were welcomed by Paul 
Bruegger, president of the Heidel-
berg Club. The play was followed 
by St. Luke's gospel for Christmas 
day, read in German by Bruegger; 
German Christmas Carols; "The 
Night Before Christmas" read in 
German by Miss Dorothy Selzer; 
refreshments and dancing. The 
carols were sung by' a combined 
choral group trained for the occa-
sion by Sister Rose Agnes of Our 
Lady of Cincinnati College. A word 
of welcome and some remarks 
about the German celebration of 
Christmas in former years were 
given·by Dr. Eric Seeman, head of 
the Department of Modern Lan-
guages at Xavier. 
AT THE FOOTBALL BANQUET 
Purdue Coach Stu Holcomb speais as the Rev. Celestin J, 
Steiner, S.J. looks on. 
NOTICE 
The next edition of the 
News will be published Jan-
uary 16. This will be the only 
issue in January. 
'X' Poll Needs 
More Support 
Broader, more active support in 
the Radio Acceptance Poll has 
been urged by members of the 
Xavier contingent of the RAP. 
The poll, a census designed to 
evaluate the acceptability of radio 
comedy shows, is part of the na-
tion-wide RAP on campuses of 
American colleges and universities. 
Members of the unit on the Xavier 
campus, have asked for more stu-
dents to join the group in helping 
to appraise the moral aspects of 
radio comedy. Of more than 3,000 
students .at this university -able 
to help conduct the poll only 20 
students are taking an active part 
in the survey. 
Active participation requires 
that members merely listen to 
radio shows and, through ballots 
available in the library reading 
room, decide their acceptability as 
a radio show in good taste. 
The poll will continue until this 
March, at which time the RAP 
will tabulate ballots for a sum-
marized rating of the top twenty 
radio comedy shows now being 
surveyed. 
Five new members for the Board 
of Governors of the Alumni Asso-
ciation were elected last Thursday 
night at the quarterly meeting of 
the organization. Balloting was 
conducted by mail. 
Members attending the meeting 
heard freshman dean, J. Peter 
Buschmann, S.J., of German ex-
traction, speak on Ireland. Father 
Buschmann has spent five years on 
the island. Members of the Clef 
Club in an extemporaneous ap-
pearance, sang songs appropriate 
to the occasion. 
FulbrigJit Act 
Provides For 
Foreign .Study 
Students who wish to continue 
their studies in foreign countries 
are advised to investigate the Ful-
bright Act by writing ~he Division 
of International Exchange of Per-
sons, Department of State, Wash-
ington 25, D. C., for information 
concerning the program. 
The . Fulbright Act (Public Law 
584, 79th Congress) provides for 
grants in aid to American students 
for study abroad or to foreign stu-
dents for study in this country. It 
authorizes the Department of State 
to enter into agreements with 
foreign countries to use foreign 
currencies and credits, acquired 
through the sale of surplus prop-
erty abroad, to defray the cost of 
the educational plan. 
Financial aid may be provided to 
citizens of the .United States study-
ing in schools of foreign coun-
tries in which credit is acquired. 
This assistance may include pay-
ment with foreign currencies for 
transportation, tuition, mainte-
nance and other expenses inci-
dental to scholastic activity. Citi-
zens of participating foreign na-
tions may receive the same bene-
fits in this country. 
The act also provides that veter-
ans of World Wars I and II be 
given preference by the ten man 
Board of Foreign Scholarship 
which awards the study grants. 
The Veterans Administration will 
pay the customary fees, tuition 
and subsistence that ls granted to 
students studying in accredited 
U. S. colleges. 
BACK STUDENT• RELIEF!! 
Musl{ie Fans To View Top 
Cage Quintets Of Nation 
V cmdei·bilt, Oliio W' esleyan, Ball State, Seton 
Hc1ll, And Ci·eigliton, Xaviei·'s Holiday Foes 
By Jim Keefe 
Xavier University's high-scoring Musketeers will enter-
tain some of the nation's top basketball teams over the 
Christmas vacation period, when tbe Muskies settle down 
for their longest home stand of the season. Beginning · on 
Dec. 20 and continuing through to Jan. 7, the Muskies will 
be hosts to crack court squads 
from the North, South, East, and 
West. During these eighteen days, 
Vanderbilt and Louisville will come 
up from the South, Ohio Wesleyan 
will journey from the North, Seton 
Hall will entrain from the Eastern 
seaboard, and Ball State and 
Creighton will travel from the Mid-
dle West and the Far West, re-
spectively, to engage the Muske-
teers on their new home floor. This 
cross section of American basket-
ball will provide Xavier's basket-
ball fans with an impressive look 
at basketball as it is played 
throughout....the United States. 
VANDERBILT 
Xavier will open its longest home 
stay of the season on Dec. 20 when 
it entertains the Vanderbilt Com-
modores in the fieldhouse. Vander-
bilt is a member of the basketball 
powerful Southeastern Conference 
and brings to Cincinnati the fire-
ball brand of basketball so preva-
lent below the Mason-Dixon line. 
The Commodores play gere only 
three days after the Muskies meet 
powerful H:entucky so Xavier will 
bear the brunt of two of the most 
powerful offensive teams in the 
SEC within 72 hours. 
Last year Va~derbilt won 7 and 
lost 8 during the regular season 
and won 4 and lost 7 in conference 
play. Coach Bob Polk has a host 
of lettermen returning from last 
season's squad and these veterans 
will form the nucleus of this year's 
team. 
Probable starting. lineup for the 
Southerners will consist of Harold 
Parks and Bob McQuire, forwards, 
Pete Robinson, center, and Milce 
Craig and Billy Joe Adcock, 
guards. The six foot-two inch Ad-
cock led all the Commodore scor-
ers last year with 157 points in 
14 games. 
Up to press time, Vanderbilt had 
played three games, defeating Da-
vidson and losing to Mississippi 
State and the University of Mis-
sissippi. 
OHIO WESLEYAN 
From northern Ohio, Ohio Wes-
leyan's Battling Bishops will drop 
into Xavier University's fieldhouse 
Dec. 22, for a game with the Mus-
keteers. The Bishops have ten 
lettermen returning from last 
year's squad which won 18 games 
and lost 9. Last year Ohio Wes-
leyan and Xavier met on the hard-
wood twice with the Muskies win-
ning the first game, 43-34, and the 
Bishops capturing, the second tilt, 
59-4.6. 
BALL STATE 
On Dec. 29, the Musketeers will 
play host to the Cardinals of Ball 
State Teachers College from Mun-
cie, Ind. Up to press time, the Car-
dinals had played but one game, 
defeating Canterbury 48-47. 
Ball State will field a young 
team this year with not a senior 
on the roster. Coach A. L. Phillips' 
probable starting lineup will con· 
sist of five sophomores, . two of 
which are lettermen. Forward 
Marvin Heaton and guard Bob 
Straight are the award winners 
from last year's squad. Center Bill 
McClain, forward Floyd Reed, and 
guard Jack Sexton are the remain-
( Continued on page 11) 
Student Council Considers 
New Method Of Q11ee11 ~hoice 
A suggesti9n was made at the last meeting of Student 
Council to permit students from Mount Saint Joseph and Our 
Lady of Cincinnati Colleges, with the permission of the 
Archbishop, to be chosen as Queen of the Junior Promenade 
in future years. It was said nomination of students from 
the two local girls' colleges would 
create competition for the cov-
eted honor. • Suggestions :were 
tabled for the present at the 
Council meeting. 
Basketball Seats 
Tom Hanna, junior class rep-
resentative in Council, reported 
the entire south side of the Field-
house will be reserved for stu-
dents at this year's home basket-
ball games. Hanna, pointed out 
that this aggregates 2300 seats. 
Except for the five special home 
games no tickets in excess of the 
seating capacity of the Field-
house will be sold, Hanna said. 
Editor's Note: Here is action 
upon a matter brought up by Jim 
0' Brien in his survey of Stu-
dent Council article on page nine. 
Student seating is he1·eby ade-
11.uately arranged, we t1'Ust. 
Driveway Parking 
Freshman Dean, Rev •. _J. Peter 
Buschmann, attended the meet-
ing and announced that in the 
future students who park in the 
University Driveway fronting the 
classroom buildings will be fined. 
Fr. Buschmann said he had in-
vestigated the possibility of clear-
ing a portion of the grounds at 
the north end of the driveway 
and setting that aside for stu-
dent parking, but the expense in-
volved makes such action pro-
hibitive. 
Clean Up Campaign 
Other points in Student Coun-
cil included the clean-up cam-
paign after the Christmas recess 
and matters relating to the .Jun-
ior Prom. In connection with the 
campaign, Mel Hessler, junior 
class representative, expressed 
the opinion Council should com-
plain about the disreputable con-
dition of South Hall. He quoted 
Mr. Ed Vonderhaar, assistant to 
the President, as saying, all or at 
least some · of the employees in 
South Hall were to blame, and 
are negligent about trash clean-
up. Gabe Hartke, council's ap-
pointed head of the clean-up 
campaign will work with Mr. 
Vonderhaar on the campaign. The 
clean-up program includes not 
only South Hall but all other 
buildings and the grounds around 
the Evanston campus. 
Reservations Returned 
Bursar Margaret K. Murnahan 
has disclosed that reservation fee 
money that was turned into her 
office last year may still be 
claimed by students who have not 
done so as yet. She added no 
money will be returned after the 
beginning of the semester exam· 
inations, Jan. 20. 
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XAVIER STUDENTS IN NATIONAL HONOR PUBLICATION 
Clef Club Sings To Hospital ·· ...... ·:-- · ·:;·Fourteen Men Selected 
Audience In Yuletide Proaram ~ou Kopinski 8 For College Who's Wl10 
Xavier's Clef Club will make its first public a~pearance Dorm Coverage Twelve seniors, on~ junior, and a sophomore were chosen 
of t~«: school year when its members embark upon· their • .... .... by the Faculty Council to represent Xavier University in 
trad1ti01:ial tour .of Yuletide Carolling throughout the city. '"' 0 ..... ' 0 ' '" ' .. '""= WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVER-
Of spe.c1al note is the pr~gram to be presented at the Good . Th: Chi-Wayne basketball team SITIES, annual publication which lists outstanding students 
S~maritan and St. Marys ~ospitals, where the ensemble is bemg. form.~d un~~r ~~e expert from all the colleges and universities in the United .States 
will perform before an audience of patients and staff. leadership of 5. position Ike Gor- · 
The Chef Club Was OI
·gani'zed - man. Anybody mterested in play- Nominees from Xavier include R b 'll o ert Duffy, active Evening 
twenty-one years gao by two stu- ing on the second team? Wi iam Behler, senior, Cincin- College student, is the only one 
dents of Xavier. Today we know The story goes like this: Charlie nati; Robert Benkert, senior, Nor- among the group submitted from 
these men as His Excellency Lehmenkuler, "Hear we trou.nced wood; William Bocklage, senior, the Downtown Division. 
John K. Mussio, Bishop of the Purdue." Newport, Ky.; Joseph Burke, The faculty Council based its 
sop h om or c, Cincinnati; Bert 
Steubenville Diocese, and Eugene Don Bolton, "He-, it was al- selection of each candidate on the Do w n in g, senior, Cincinnati; 
Perazzzo, with the music depart- most a walk-away." individual's scholastic standing, 
ment of the National Broadcast- John Waddell says he's been Robert Duffy, senior, Cincinnati; extra curricular activities, and 
l
·ng Co1npany. It i's through the d t Kenneth Mecklenborg, senior, ti t" t d "b'l"t' f f a eless since his fourteenth birth- · 1e es 1ma e poss1 1 1 1es or u-
efforts of these alumni and their Cincinnati; Howard Naberhaus, ture success. 
successors that the group has 
achieved its present renowned 
status. 
Mr. Bens Conducts 
Concerts of the coming season 
will be offered under the direc-
tion of Mr. Franklin Bens, voice 
teacher at the Cincinnati Con-
servatory of Music, who has led 
the Xavier songsters since his in-
stallation as director in 1936. Mr. 
Bens also-holds the position of or-
ganist and choir director at St. 
Monica Cathedral "If it cannot 
be presented \\'.ell, it shall not be 
presented at all" is his motto re-
garding performances. By strictly 
adhering to this principle, he has 
associated the Clef Club with fine 
singing in the minds of all music 
lovers. 
Rev. John V. Usher S.J., acts as 
faculty adviser of the club, a 
post which he has held since 1935. 
At that time, Joseph Link Jr., 
now associate professor of eco-
nomics at Xavier, was president 
of the society. 
Suspended Activities 
During the war years of 1943-
45, the activities of the Clef Club 
were temporarily suspended, as 
was the cast with many of the 
campus organizations. The scho-
lastic season of 194'6-47 saw the 
return of the college veteran and 
the formation of a new and great-
er club to carry on the work 
of the old. The concerts presented 
last year served to acquaint these 
new members with the operation 
of such· a group to provide a 
Franklin Bens 
should prove to be outstanding. 
Bob Tenhunfeld, president, is 
assisted by Dick Boehle, secre-
tary, and Bob McMahon, busi-
ness manager. They schedule con-
certs, arrange transportation and 
quarters, and perform other simi-
lar functional duties connected 
with an organization on tour. The 
company numbe.rs approximately 
65 members, who work together 
to maintain the high standard of 
recognition which the previous 
men have earned for the Xavier 
Clef Club. 
Varied Repertoire 
day. Somebody should suggest sur- senior, Cincinnati; Cornelius 
veying those bow ties. Maybe it O'Leary, senior, Englewood. N.J.; WHO'S WHO maintains a 
won't be necessary now! Just drnp Robert Quinlan, senior, Newport, placement bureau and each name 
them in our box please that appears in tl1e book 1°s kept 
· -Ky.; John Reiser, senior, Clarks-
"R d" W t · fi 11 l tt· on file. If, at any time the stu-
e es is na Y e ing burg, W. Va.; and Charles Weber, 
everyb 'd k th l dent desires the services of this o Y now e rea reason Jr., senior, Cincinnati; Jim Cul-
for those W·nch t I d" bureau, it is available to him l es er, n 1ana, len, senior, Cincinnati,· and Ray 
I 
d W 'd l without cost. ren ezvous,. e say more on Y Borntraeger, junior, Louisville, 
.our proofreader has 20-20 vision. Ky. • BACK _S_T_U_D_E_N_T_R-ELIEF!! 
Frank Smith thought Kilroy ------------
visited his room when he found Tavern Scene 
his wall decorated with bright re- By Fred Neivbill 
marks. Next door you'll find the 
lethal weapon! Super-sleuth's we 
are. 
Blll Dutour is supplying Elet 
hall with cigarettes. It takes a 
few cartons at least, to master the 
heart game Bill. We are referring 
to card playing of course. 
The postal authorities are hot 
on the, trail of the occupant in 
room "1408." No such room; yet 
John Kiely admits he used savoir 
faire when he gave her that ad-
dress. Wow!!! 
Ask Bob l\lur1,hy why he gave 
15 to 1 pdds to Jack Danehy on 
the Louis-Wolcott fight and he'll 
probably say it was his turn to 
buy a round anyway. All twenty 
of us .appreciated it too. 
Gocke, l\laloney, and Hoecll in 
Na1·y A Drop Of Beer Spilled 
As "Tl1e Wedding" Is Televised 
Seven-fifteen by the mechanical sun dials, and Thursday, 
December 11, according to the squares on my calendar. A 
highly significant time, whicq found many loyal sons of 
Xavier at the bars to see the Masque Society make its tele-
vision debut. 
"Beer?" prompted the bartender 
as I entered. 
procession of names marches be-
fore the eye: 
John Hinkler 
Len Schooler 
Phylis Dressing 
Robert Conway 
in The Wedding 
by John Kirkpatrick 
directed by Charles Lammers 
and Thomas Kane 
The songs selected by M1·. Bens room 211 had better begin hitting 
to be presented this year have .the books! Orders from their proc-
been chosen in the interest of tor via the column route. 
providing a program which af- This news demands clarification 
fords maximum enjoyment to all and not from us either. Why does 
listeners. "The Battle Hym of the Jack Cashman receive mail when 
Republic" and Jerome Kern's the girl lives in Cincy? Sounds 
"01' Man River" are combined "phony" to us. 
"Never touch the stuff- gets 
foam on my finger," I replied, and 
ordering a bowl of chili, settled 
back to await the Masque Society. 
Some music was playing, and on 
the screen was an outline which I 
immediately identified as a rifle 
target such as we have in Military 
classes. 
Rifle Match? 
"Telecast of a rifle match?" 1 
queried. 
"Test pattern," corrected the 
bartender. I should have known. 
Second glance showed that the 
"target" was really a circle, with 
a large dot in the center, and 
striped triangles at the three 
o'clock and nine o'cloelc positions. 
Finally The Play 
Then the faculty advisor (Charles 
F. Wheeler), tl:ie stage hands, fol-
lowed by an afterthought - the 
play. John Hinkler feverishly 
hunted for an errant collar button. 
Soon all fury broke loose. The 
show was like a movie, only no 
close-ups, and instead of someone 
eating popcorn everyone was drlnlc-
beer or eating supper. 
with a repretoire including re- The War of 1812 appears to be 
ligious songs, negro spirituals, hu- of particular interest to Bob Cro-
morius ditties, and famous songs nln, Tom Gabriele, and "Jonesy" 
of Xavier. Gmnelsen. It seems Tom's rela· 
nucleus upon whfch a more -------------- tives had something to do with the 
raising of the flag and natumlly 
the boys doubt it. 
"WLWA," said a,pleasant voiced 
announcer. It was 7:30 and I was 
nearing the bottom of my bowl of 
chili. Hurry! Hurry! 
Complications arose only to pale 
before Love's soft gaze. Foiles ate· 
their desserts in contentment as 
John Hinkler ldssed Phylis Dress-
ing. Then more names. But there 
were only a· few, concluded by a 
line reading "credits by Rudolph 
Prihoda." Then the test pattern. I 
looked around; nobody was violent-
ly burping his dinner. The Masque 
Society had made its debut. 
highly polished company could 
be built. 
Practice On Tuesdays 
Since the convening of the Sep-
tember semester the Clef Club 
has been meeting each Tuesday 
at 7: 30 p.m., practicing for the 
formal concerts which will begin 
shortly after the Christmas re-
cess. In adition, sectional reher-
sals are held every Thursday 
evening. The fruits of the efforts 
of Mr. Bens, accompanist Henri 
Gombliewski, organist at St. Ce-
celia Church Oakley, all studnet 
members of the c 1 u b will be 
evidenced in a series of perform-
ances which, from all indications, 
Xavier Stucleuts 
Pc\TNA 
SEALS 
AND 
CARDS 
These Christmas Seals and 
Cards may be purchased from 
Fr. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., or at 
the Bookstore. 
SEALS 
$1.00 per 
Hundred 
CARDS 
$1.00 per 
Box 
Pecli Of Tl1e 
Week 
Friday, Dec. 19 - Christmas 
Dance, Fieldhouse, 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Dee. 26-Chrlstmas 
recess begins after the last 
class. On Evanston campus, 
Basketball; Xavier vs Van-
derbilt, here. 
Monday, Dec. 22-Basketball: 
Xavier vs Ohio Wesleyan, 
here. 
MomJ~y. Dec. 29--Basketball: 
Xavier vs Ball State, here. 
Tuesday, Dec. SO - Mermaid 
Tavern, All Patron Christ-
mas meeting. 
Saturday, Jan. 8-Basketball: 
Xavier vs Creighton, here. 
Sunday, Jan. 4 - Basketball: 
Xavier vs Seton Hall, here. 
Monday, Jan, 5-Cla8ses re-
sume at Evanston and Down-
town campuses. 
Tuesday, Jan. 6-Clef Club, Al-
bers Hall Lobby, 1 :SO p.m. 
International Relations Club, 
'7 :SO p.m. Science Hall. 
Wednesday, Jan. 7 - Basket· 
ball: Xavier vs. U. of Louis-
vllle, here. 
Friday, Jan. 9 - Basketball: 
Xavier at Rowlins Green 
University. 
Saturday, Jan. 10-Basketball: 
Xavier at Lawrence Teeb., 
Detroit, l\Ucll. 
They say Bob Van l\leter is 
making Xmas money helping the 
boys with their accounting prob-
lems. Smart lad! It may be the 
other way around. 
Understand Joe Breslln's being 
treated for a toe injury . by a 
Maysville veterinarian. Charles 
Starts Like A Movie 
At 7:45 a new voice informed the 
world that WSXCT was on the air. 
The great moment had arrived. An 
organ played Lohengrin's or Wag-
ner's or Smitty's or somebody's 
wedding march and to the music a 
Larl,en informs us the vet is pay- -----------------------------
Principals lntervieived ing off a bad debt. 
They tell us Jack Hell jumped 
his bill at a local eating establish-
ment and Joe O'Neil graciously 
volunteered to make it good. Bud-
dies to the core. 
Now we know why Bob Llslcky 
and Bill Wagner unanimously 
voted for the "pay as you go" plan 
at the chow hall. They mostly go 
elsewhere! 
Walter Razanauskas won't date 
now unless it's formal. 
And we hear Fred Weig is go-
ing to make a cool million with 
ills new B-29 model which some-
how has shaped into a XYZ-99. 
Paul Heschel calls it a flying type-
writer. 
We notice Bob Croft continually 
carrying that Shakespeare text 
every place he goes. See what a 
three-hour course will do to some 
of us. Fortunately, not all. 
Incidentally, the ballet at the 
Christmas dorm dance was won-
derful. Under the "mops" were 
Jim Daum, Charles Scbmetzer, Joe 
Stenley, and second from the end, 
yours truly. 
Masque 
Marilyn Dodt and R. V. Fitzgerald were interviewed by WSAl's 
Cecil Hale on the H & S Pogue Company's "Luncheon at the Sinton" 
on Saturday November 22. Their appearance on t11e program was 
arranged through the courtesy of Budd Gore, Pogue Promotion 
l\lanager and the interview conducted by Mr. Hale dealt with the 
three one-act plays presented by the Masque Society. Miss Dodt 
played a leading role in ''A Wedding" and Fitzgerald took leading 
parts in "The Terrible Meek" and "In the Zone." 
'I' 
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Xauitr l'tniuersity News Eminent Historian Explains 
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E\·anston. $1.!iO per year. Application for entry as aecoad-claa1 
matter la pendlnir. THE WHY OF UNIVERSITY HISTORY 
By Rev. Dr. JV. E11ge11e Sl1iel11, Head, Departme111 of History Editor-In-Chier ........................................................................ \\'llllnm II. Docklnse, '48 
. l\lannslnc Editor ...................................................................................... Loul11 Dunnlnc .Jr. 
Mr. James F. Byrnes in his cur- wise. of notable men or their notable pro-,\uoclnto Editors ............................................................ C. Chnrles Lang, ,Joe l\leyer 
:t•eature Editor ........................................................................................ Robert Jlelme11, '48 
Sport. Co-Edlton ................................................................ l>lck Henkel, Robert Coatea 
E\•enlnll' College Co-Editors ........................ l\larllyn Hlh·ers, Audrey lllcCarferty 
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:t'aeulty Dlreetor .............................................................................. Joseph Link, Jr., '3G 
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. In the NE\VS will be •o de•lcnated.) 
rent Speaking FTankly steps up One result of the university ductions. By no means will he take 
with the first suggestion that we study of history is the open mind, the side of the anti-intellectuals 
drive the Russian forces out of that is, the mind open to new judg- with their fine camouflage of dis-
Germany and Austria. He reasons ments as well as new data. The dain for nobility of person coupled 
that only thus can we make way opposite type is what is called "ar- with an overemphasis on quantity 
for the revival of normal living in rested youth." Ask the latter his and number and the yen to "make 
central and eastern Eui·ope. In a views on combatting Communism. a law about it." 
e A Christmas Editorial 
first-class i·eply Mr. Hanson Bald- They are fixed, or else they flit like 
win, expert military writer of the fireflies in June. The former sees a 
New York Times, points out that problem as So'mething to reach up 
the ex-Secretary of State does not 
know his history, or he would never 
make so flagrantly foolish a sug-
gestion. 
History Gives Perspeetive 
THE glowing feats and holidays of Christmas loom ahead like beacons in a storm. There's something so very re-
freshing and reassuring about these December days that 
it's difficult to put into words. They bring a spirit of kind-
ness, friendship, and love to the fore, and make the world 
somehow less drab, matter-of-fact, and grasping. 
The ground offered for this criti-
cism lies in the fact that history 
teaches something. (What that 
something is may be found in the 
Times for October 19 under the 
by-line of Mr. Baldwin.) 
Statesmen Need History 
There is the why of university 
history. As General Marshall said I 
in an address at Lafayette Col- I 
lege: "If members of Congl'Css i 
knew more history and knew the 1 
past better, three-fourths of the 
speeches made in Congress could 
be eliminated." He referred to his 
own experiences in military life, 
and more pointedly. in his later 
political duties, and he found that 
his own deficiency in history was 
"considerable." That must, of 
course, be taken with some salt, fo1· 
his conduct of affairs demonstrates 
high competence in learning his 
lessons in international i·elations. 
Yet he said that he had been given 
a slight overdose of mathematics, 
literature and other subjects, but 
not enough of history. 
· To put it 'generically, we may 
not wisely neglect this font of wis-
dom. In work that demands fine 
control over great forces, the ama-
teur never supplants the profes-
sional. So too, to form mature 
judgments, there is no substitute 
for penetrating knowledge-or as 
the university man puts jt, for. 
scholarship. All else is chance and 
good will, and these never won a 
major engagement. Not that his-
tory can supply for visceral forti-
tude, integrity, loyalty, nor 
even industrial know-how, all of 
which are vital in any serious con-
test. And it never seeks to replace 
other studies that enjoy the higher 
planes of necessity. But it does 
place on the screen a view of "what 
this is all about" and of how to 
train ourselves to be leaders who 
will be "good competitors" in the 
field of action, 
To watch a child in wild-eyed wonder at the glitter and 
promise of good things makes all the fuss and preparation 
we make a thousand times worthwhile. To hear the tradi-
tional carols, though they are blared in bustling (a mild 
word for it) business districts, enkindles a great feeling of 
good will and cheer. To feel the expansive amicability which 
is so infectious during the most human and heart-warming 
weeks of the year; force into the background the muddling 
state of affairs in the world. 
This is the triumph of Christmas. It is of such a wonderful 
and transcending nature that it shines through the very real 
and often menacing vagaries of the state of human affairs. 
Surely it does not efface them, but it reminds us in a very 
touching way that there is something above and beyond all 
of this exasperating and often seemingly irremediable 
impasses that plague humankind. 
It can certainly be observed in this troubled world. Two 
lands prominent in the history of Christianity are the scenes 
of confiict today which bear importantly upon the course of 
world events. France is the land where the confiict between 
the forces of materialism and the-defenders of the Christian 
tradition daily threatens to break out into open warfare. 
Palestine, the land of the first Christmas day, is now rent by 
civil strife which grows more alarming each day. 
Yet Christmas will not be denied. In yesteryear, Christmas, 
that more than a: symbol of the rich full life Christianity 
offers, has shone through such crises as the 19th century 
anti-clericalism, the French Revolution, the war-torn 16th 
century, and the stirring days of the Maid of Orleans. Recall 
how the crusaders returned to the land of the Nativity after 
it was conquered by the Moslems to open it to the pilgrimages 
of Christians to whom the land of Christ's birth was holy. 
Christmas juts out through all of an often pitiful history. 
. Christmas has stood the test of time, the only proof that 
1s su~e. Grave as the troubles in France, Palestine, and the 
remamder of the world as well, are, the celebration of the 
feast of the birth of Christ will shine through. It burns 
through the pomp and pageantry which have come in many 
quarters to be identified as Christmas in the United States. 
The poignancy of Christ's birth is as soul tingling as the 
brutality of his death is fiesh creeping. In being born, he 
gave life not only to Himself but to all mankind. Thank God 
for Christmas. 
• Apathy Scored 
T HOMAS PAINE'S history etched phrase, "the sunshine patriot," might well apply on the campus. To a lesser 
degree in reference to studies, to a greater degree in regard 
to extra-curricular activities. 
The dark winter days seem to oppress all activities. The 
bright enthusiastic throng that turned out for organizational 
meetings is dwindling to the traditional few, which in all 
club perseveres. It must be the stress of term papers coming 
due, t~e nearness- to the ordeal of final examinations, the 
necessity for earning wherewithal to buy Christmas presents 
having their cumulative effect. The News itself has experi-
enced this lull in interest. 
To combat this tendency, it is necessary for all club mem-
bers to take stock of what they are attempting to do with 
themselves in college and recognize that for the full round-
ing into a man who can think, speak and write, (in these fields 
every college man should have proficiency), he must con-
tinue his participation full spiritedly in the extra-curricular 
activity that best suits his talents and interest. 
\V, Eugene Shiels, S.J, 
to and surmount. He has learned to 
wait till he finds the answer, but 
then, with the su1·eness and en-
thusiasm born of search, pursuit 
and capture, his thoughts will be 
worth attention. He, too, will al-
most certainly enjoy the reading of 
a book of one that studies social 
matte1·s no less than the accounts 
The Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, 
S.J., Ph. D., Head of Xavier's 
History Department is nationally 
noted for his publications and 
text books on History and Is 
former associate editor of the 
weekly publication, America. 
Tradition Cannot Be Ignored 
One who goes on without proper 
historical knowledge takes -for 
granted, as a simple matter of fact, 
the solutions of problems that 
were bitterly contested years ago. 
This attitude induces a noncha-
lance toward possessions of the 
highest value, and is indeed the 
remote yet moving cause why so 
many muddle along in the presence 
of great human trials. And often 
[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for tin e:r:change of 
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank dis-
cussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alum-
ni, and friends. Letters should be limited to 200 word1, 
must be signed but names will be deleted from publica-
tion if requested.] 
enough today the men in high A Note Of Thanks 
places who lead the thinking of the Dear. Editor: 
multitudes have neither respect It was a wonderfully comfort-
for, nor deep acquaintance with able feeling that came over me 
the record of mankind. Waldo this last week when my XAVIER 
Frank is such a one. His pungent NEWS arrived again with its 
pen urges forgetfulness of all that printed mailing label, indicative of 
went before, and a reduction of the fact that my name is securely 
society to a new chaos from which on the mailing list again for an-
creative evolution will bring forth other year. I am particularly 
the ped'ect natural living. The lat- grateful to my unk~own benefac-
est manual of the philosophy of tor who, week by week, has been 
law to come from Yale University sending me the earlier !&Sues 
abandons tradition and collective neatly rolled by hand into a Xavier 
human experience, in favor of pure letterhead. I wish I knew his 
materialistic behaviorism to ex- name, so I could make my remem-
plain the observance of law. Our berance of him in my masses more 
age drew such confidence of rat- specific. The school year can grow 
tional dogmatism from the won- absorbing though, and the most 
ders of nineteenth century scienti- faithful and best-Intentioned friend 
fie discoveries, and their chief of can forget to do such a service on 
sociological appliances, Auguate ·this or that week-end, which would 
Comte, that remaking institu- always be from my point of view 
tional life is not only the fashion a tragedy. All scented ink barred, 
but a veritable fanaticism. But I do think this year's XAVIER 
how seldom do they pause before NEWS is the finest thing I have 
the question: "Will it work?" ever come across in Catholic uni-
Historical studies Revealing versity journalism. Its covera&-e 
reaches to every department and, 
thank God, its tone throughout ls 
red-bloodedly Catholic. No wonder 
I'm glad that it's going to reach 
me with an automatic regularity 
through the remaining months of 
the year! 
The man who knows his history 
does not fall into the fallacy of ex-
pecting all humankind to work 
alike. His studies have shown him 
not only what we ought to be but 
what we are, what mem,.ories and 
hopes move us onward, what re-
sources of perseverance or da1ing 
differentiate various individuals 
and groups, in short, what are the 
possible and likely results when a 
specific society is confronted with 
specific conditions. The great lead-
ers, who latterly directed our suc-
cessful termination of global war-
fare, made their plans and deci-
sions on a basis of. known human 
factoz:s, not on idealistic specula-
tion. Neither Omaha Beach nor a 
coal contract can be resolved· other-
• 
God bless you. 
Laurence E. Henderson, S.J, 
• • • 
Masque Society Challe11ged 
To the ~ltor of the News: 
It ls with a feellng of shame 
that I begin this letter. I write In 
regard to the late blunder on the 
part of the Masque Society. 
This ls the group that once rat-
tled the boards with a Hamlet, and 
once with a Murder In the Catbed-
nJ, Now, for the glory of God and 
the Faith, they insult their audi-
ence with The Terrible Meek, a 
pietistic moralizer, a pale, emo-
tionless drama of the crucUlxlon. 
Oh, it was good in a certain sense: 
so is the ftesh of a leper healthy 
in a certain sense. The Terrible 
Meek! even the title is enough to 
make a petson regurgitate. Per-
haps it was produced as a little 
gem of humor, not really a serious 
work, not really as a slap at the 
genuine love of Francis Xavier, 
and the students here who try to 
follow along in his sandle prints. 
Even so, why waste the ability 
of the players and the evening of 
the audience leading them over the 
trash heap of mediocre religious 
drama? I swear, if the captain-
in The Terrible Meek-had ln· 
formed Our Lady once more that 
he was the murderer of her ion, 
I, Kanopfholle, would have mount-
ed the stage and strangled him 
with ~Y own hands for the bene-
fit of the clergy and laity who 
were suffering through the play. 
Su~ely, after ,nineteen centuries, 
there must be drama In existence 
that is worthy to be called Chris-
tian. 
Xavier ls man's school. Why not 
stop this nonsense. of bringing the 
students up on a diet of piu pab-
lum? I dare the Masque Society to 
attempt, The Tlcllnp Brou1bt to 
Mary. There is a play, a play full 
of childbirth, murder, contem-
plated suicide, love (all klndll), 
misery, crusades, . wars, and the 
Faith · in it ls as touching and 
simple and manly as the exprea-
sions of symbolic Christianity on 
the walls of the e11:tacomb11. 
cloba L Koeple 
GNduate Student 
Amfnl-Bd • 
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Builder Of Xavier: ROTC Armory Catliolic Neivspaper: 
Walter Seton Schmidt Set For Spring Telegraph Register 
Foremost as a builder of Xavier is Walter ·seU>n Schmidt, By Dan Bm1er 
an alumnus of the University, directly responsible for the Nerca Military Reporter 
fieldhouse and the library, and highly instrumental in the "It is my sincere hope that the 
obtaining of funds for the building of Albers Hall, Hinkle new armory will be completed and 
Hall, and Science Hall. ready for occupation in the 
Mr. Schmidt was chairman and Spring." With these words Colo-
organizer of the Xavier Founda- nel Sydney Dunn, Professor of 
tion, whose purpose was to raise Military Science and Tactics, con-
funds to forward the university. eluded an interview, during which 
It became apparent to Mr. he outlined, in detail, the expan-
Schmidt in 1919 that the com- sion and future plans of the 
bined St. Xavier' High School and Xavier ROTC unit. 
College, located in the downtown In years past the course dealt 
area, was not the most desirable only with field artillery, this year, 
arrangement. So he suggested the however, it has been enlarged to. 
acquisition of .a suburban area, include anti-aircraft and sea coast 
which would provide adequate clefense artillery. Some instruc-
campus facilities and a pleasant lion has already ben given, to the 
cotlege atmosphere. Hence was advance course students by Cap-
conceived the Evanston Campus, tain Ulanowicz, in the fundamen-
and st. Xavier College became an tals of anti-aircraft artillery. 
integral part of the'par;kway area. Though at present there are no 
As Chairman of the Xavier anti-aircraft guns stationed on the 
Foundation, Mr. Schmidt organ- campus, . shipping orders have 
ized the Alumni Association and been received on a 90 MM which 
aroused civic groups into obtain- should arrive soon after the first 
ing sufficient funds to turn the of the year. In addition another 
first Shovel of earth that was to 105 MM Howitzer, several .50 Walter S. Schmidt rb t d t t' develop into Xavier University. ca l re moun e au oma ic weap-
ons, used in combating low flying 
BuHdings Added Blessed Mother aircraft, and 90 Ml .30 calibre 
Appreciating- the vJ,tal need of S J 1. H T rifles are also being shipped. a complete campus, Mrs. Fred· 0( 3 tty opes 0 Materials for the new armory 
erick Walsh Hinkle aided the · h C • have been arriving from Camp 
Alumni Association in their fund Teac atech1sm Peary, Va., and construction has 
raising campaign and the result The Sodality of the Immaculate already begun. The building will 
was the donation of Xavier's first Conception was founded on De- be 100 feet wide and 160 long, 
Evanston building, Science Hall. cember 8, 1841, which makes it and will be situated between the 
Later Mrs. Hinkle donated the one of the oldest organizations on Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse and 
home of the Jesuit Fathers, Hin- the campus. At the present time Saint Barbara Hall, and will con-
kle Hall. Mrs. William H. Albers there are only thirty-eight mem- form architecturally with the 
shared in the foresight of Mr. hers, yet every resident student is other buildings on the Evanston 
Schmidt and Mrs. Hinkle and she eligible to join. The general over- Campus. A drill hall, storage, and 
presented the Xavier Foundation all purpose of the Sodality is to class roms will occupy the ROTC 
With f unds to complete Albers Bl d hall while Saint Barbara Hall will promote a devotion to the esse 
Hall-and the school grew! Mr. Mother and to imitate her virtues, house the offices of the Military 
Schmidt himself donated the Me- primarily, purity. It strives to Department. 
mortal Fieldhouse as a memorium produce leaders in Catholic Ac- On March 15, outdoor Corps 
to his parents and followed that tion. Each member has been Day will be resumed and the unit 
gift with the Library Building given the booklet "Little Office of pointed for a series of public 
Which bears his name. l parades and reviews. The high-the B eased Virgin", and it was 
Walter Schmidt served as Chair- recommended that each read this light of these will be the annual 
man of the Xavier Athletic Coun- office daily. inspection, in May. It is hoped by 
ell for almost 17 years and was The Sodality is divided into all that Xavier will once again re. 
instrumental in obtaining the three committees; the Eucharistic ceive the Blue Star of Excellence, 
services of Joe Meyer, who re- committee, whose purpose is to an award which she has attained 
mained at Xavier for a like num- promote devotion to the Blessed since the ROTC unit's foundation 
ber of years in the capacity of Sacrament; Our Ladles commit- in 1939· 
Head Coach and Director of Ath· tee, whose duty it is to spread and 
letics. Mr. Schmidt, in an inter· encourage the devotion to Mary; 
view with this correspondent, and the Social committee. The 
took delight in telling of the Mus- Eucharistic committee has started 
keteer's great 1926 football squad, 
which humbled the mighty Indi· 
ana eleven by a score of 6 to 0, 
a dialogue Mass every Friday 
morning at 7:20 in the Elet Hall 
Chapel. The Our Ladies committee 
helped with the organization of 
the rosary crusade for peace. The 
sociaf committee is now working 
on a raffle to obtain funds to 
hold a dance. 
Another important undertaking 
of the Sodality, awaiting the sanc-
tion of the archbishop, is to help 
teach catechism to grade school 
children who do not attend Catho-
lic schools. 
Currently the Sodality, under 
the direction of Father Dietz and 
(Continued on Page 13) 
The Catholic Telegraph Register, oldest existing Catholic 
journal in the 'Qnited States, was founded in 1831 when the 
Most Reverend Dominic Fenwick received as a gift a Euro-
pean press with which he began to publish this, the first dio-
cesan organ in the country. The original purpose of the 
"Telegraph", as quoted in Baum-
gartner's Catholic Journalism, 
was "to meet the constant attacks 
upon U1e doctrine of the Church, 
her clergy and her people". 
The Right Rev. Mons. Edward 
A. Freking, s. T. D. (Cincinnati), 
National Secretary, Catholic Stu-
dents' Mission Crusade. 
Purdue, ~f arqnette 
Included On List 
Of Debate Rivals 
By Bob Jccsany 
Father Edward Purcell, brother 
of the famous bishop, was Editor 
for many years. During this time 
the paper became very well 
known. 
Very Outspoken 
The "Telegraph" was very out-
spoken in its opposition to slav-
ery, and expressed a great deal of 
interest in the Civil War. Aside 
from the moral issues involved, 
the conduct of the war itself in-
terested the paper and its readers. 
greatly. One probable reason for 
this interest was the fact that the 
Auxiliary Bishop of Cincinnati, at 
that time, was the brother of the 
famed general, Rosecrans. 
,In 1937 the Diocese took over 
the paper and joined the Register 
System of Denver. Mons, Edward 
A. Freking, the present Editor, 
was appointed at that time. Mons. 
Freking's name is familiar not 
only to Cincinnatians, , but to 
Catholics throughout the country. 
He is particularly well known to 
students in the capacity of Na-
tional Director of the Catholic 
Students Mission Crusade. 
Printed In Denver 
The Philopedian Society, 
through its adviser, James Shaw, 
has announced plans for inter-
collegiate debates with Ohio U .:i The Register System of Catho-
Bowling Green, Purdue, Loyola, lie papers consists of a National 
John Carroll, Western Reserve, edition and thirty-two Diocesan 
Case, Marquette and Tulane, by editions. Since the Catholic Tele-, 
far the ·most ambitious program graph joined the System, about ten 
ever set up by this Xavier organi· priests from the Archdiocese have 
zation. The topic for this year is,· been sent to Denver for training. 
resolved: "That a Federal World The local stories are written in the 
Government should be estab- local office, but all make-up work 
and headline writing is done at the 
main office. The paper is mailed 
from the Denver office directly to 
the 55,000 subscribers. It is for 
these reasons that it can be pub-
lished at a much _lower cost. Many 
local Catholic papers cost 2 to 3 
times as much as the Catholic 
Telegraph. 
lished." 
The debaters started the season 
with an intramural debate tourna-
ment. Topic for the first half of 
the first round was, resolved: 
"That President Truman's Food 
Conservation Program be made 
compulsory." For the second half 
of the first round the subject was 
changed to, resolved: "That Uni· 
versal Military Training should be 
made compulsory." Subject for 
debate in round two of the con-
test will be the intercollegiate de-
bate topic for 1947. 
(Continued on Page 13) 
Fr. Graham Associate Editor 
_ and bowed to the great Camegie 
Tech team 3 to 0, the boys from 
Pittsburgh winning by virtue of 
a 48 yard fieldgoal. This same 
Tech squad crushed Notre Dame 
19 to 0, for the lone Irish defeat 
of the season. 
Gave Drive Impetus 
Masque Society History Includes Stagings 
An Associate Editor, who has 
charge of the paper in the absence 
of the Editor, is Father ~dward .J. 
Graham, Professor of Journalism 
at Our Lady of Cincinnati College. 
It was he who pointed out the 
pr_esent-day aims of the paper: "Its 
purpose is to teach and interpret 
Catholic philosophy as applied to 
modern conditions," he said. 
It was Mr. Schmidt who, work· 
Ing with Xavier's President, Fr. 
Brockman, persuaded the Honor-
able Meyers Y. Cooper, former 
Governor of Ohio, to sponsor 
' Xavier's initial fund drive for the 
construction of tlie stadium. Mr. 
Cooper contributed $20,000 to 
start the campaign and by dint 
of untiring effort succeeded in 
raising suftlclent funds to present 
the university with a mortgage 
free stadium. 
' The same Walter Seton Schmidt 
is well known not only through 
his efforts on behalf of Xavier, 
but on natlon-wide real estate 
fronts and throughout Greater 
Cincinnati business circles. Mr. 
Schmidt is President of the Na· 
tional Real Estate Board, which 
covers the who9ie of the United 
states, and is also President of 
Fred'k A. Schmidt, Inc., one of 
the country's largest real estate 
arms. During his quieter · mo· 
ments Mr. Schmidt relaxes at his 
home on Elmhurst Place. 
Mr. Schmidt, to you xavter has 
always given a vote of thanks. 
The present Musketeer generation 
wlahes to add their vote to those 
of their fathers ... 
Of Shakespeare, Sheridan, And Herbert 
December 11 several thousand 
Cincinnatians viewed on their tele-
vision sets, for the first1time in the 
city's history, a play presented by 
a college group. As you may have 
guessed, it was none other than 
the Xavier Masque Society. But it 
was not the first time the Society 
had achieved top honors. 
Flourished In Twenties 
In the twenties the Masque did 
a little i·oaring of its own, flourish-
ing in the best classic traditions 
under the able leadership of Wal-
ter C. Gavigan; and then the late 
Rev. John F. Walsh, S.J.; the 
Society p1·esented the Comedy of 
Errors, The Merchant of Venice, 
Hamlet, and The Rivals, to men-
tion a few. At the same time the 
Jesuit Cincinnati schools-St. 
Xavier College, St. Xayier School, 
St. Xavier Commercial School, and 
the Evening College-collaborated 
annually on the AU-St. Xavier 
Shows. In these the Masque figured 
prominently; Victor Herbert's 
Sweethearts, Babes in Toyland, 
and also the famous St. Xavier 
Paasion Play, which played a 
week at the Grand one year, and 
at the Emery ·Theater for a week 
the following year. 
1926 and a new group, a neo-
phyte organization, hopefully 
christened the Clef Club, made its 
appearance. Actually it was noth-
ing new, for originally the Masque 
Society was a singing g1·oup as 
well as a dramatic organization. 
The 1930's brought a depression, 
but it was financial, not artistic. 
Although people were hardly able 
to lavish their money on just any-
thing, they flocked to see the 
Masquers, now directed by Edward 
C. Roth, render The Taming of the 
Shrew, Then, three years later; 
Louis A. Feldhaus, of the English 
Department, became director. He 
also spent considerable time lead-
ing Masque plays, some of which 
may sound familiar: The Racket, 
Father Malachy's Miracle, Murder 
in the Cathedral, and The First 
Legion. 
Suspended For Duration 
In 1942 Xavier University be· 
came "war deserted," and soon all 
activities except studying were 
"suspended for the duration." The 
Masque Society went the way of 
the athletic teams, the clubs, and 
closed its books for a while. 
Society Resurrected 
Not until the second semester of 
last year did the Masque rise its 
two-expressioned, comedy-tragedy, 
head. Mr. James Glenn became di-
rector pro tempore, and although, 
like more than one organization, it 
had trouble picking up in the 
golden footsteps of the Pre-war. 
St. Xavier High School was the 
scene of th1·ee one-act plays last 
May. Now the Society is gaining 
momentum. With Directors Charles 
Lammers and Thomas Kane, two 
of the best in the Mid-West, work-
ing with the cream of Xavier's 
leading men, Simon Lcgrees ad 
femme fatales, the Masque has al-
ready presented three one-act plays 
at Wilson Auditorium, and re-
peated one, John Kirkpatrick's "A 
Wedding," over the Crosley tele-
vision station, WSXCT. 
Next year is the Silve1· Anni-
versary of the organization. The 
:r.lasque intends to~eft'ect diamond 
achievements. And they are not a 
group to let such golden oppor-
tunities pass. 
When questioned on the stand 
that the Catholic Telegraph takes 
on the controversial Labor issue, 
Father Graham had this to say: 
"We apply Catholic social thought 
to all labor problems and interpret 
these problems in the light of the 
Encyclicals of the Popes. While we 
try to promote the legitimate aims 
of Labor, we do not neglect to 
point out their faults." 
Morality Involved 
Some people believe that priests 
belong in the sanctuary and should 
take no interest in political ques-
tions. But they neglect to reason 
that morality is involved in many 
of these political issues. And, as 
Father Graham concludes, sum· 
marizing some of the alms of the 
paper, it is the duty of the priests 
and the Catholic press to "point 
out the moral evils in the nation 
and community." 
The complete policy of the paper 
Is summed up in the "platform" 
appearing In its masthead: "In 
essentials, Unity; in non-essentials, 
Liberty; in all things, Charity." 
BACK STUDENT BELIEF!! 
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~--~~ ·· ~ .. ·· ·· ·· ·· .... ~~ Xmas Spirit At Wliat Does Xavier Prefer? 
Dean's Clu·istnias Greeting S • I S Ed•t Q • St d t oc1a s . een 1 ors u1z ~- 11 en s 
It is the wish and the prayer of all the members of the 
The Evening College "Merry For the past few weeks an experiment was tried by the faculty of the Evening Division of Xavier University that 
the peace and the joy and the grace that the Babe of Beth-
lehem came to bring on the first Christmas may be yours 
Christmas" party, the Evanston News. The editors felt that more complete coverage, as well 
Campus "Christmas Ball," and as a better presentation of features and news could be 
the dorm students' holiday dance 
were Xavier's social contributions obtained by the incorporation or "scattering" of day and this Christmas Day. 
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J. 
~~ .. ~~~-~-~.~-~ .. ~ ..~~~~~~~ .. ~ 
• W IUtt Is C liristrnas 
T HE results of a "What Is Christmas" opinionnaire would most assuredly indicate that many of our friends would 
define Christmas as a holiday whose identifying marks are 
drunken revelry, "commercial" capitalization of the golden 
rule, the time to exchange "snow scenes," and the season to 
"buy" happiness for children before they grow to realize how 
"sad" life will be. Many of them view Christmas as a pathetic 
grasp for the joys of a never-never land. They long to believe 
in the words of Christmas editorials. However, the nothing-
ness of fairyland and the eloquence of editorial expression 
have proved to be poor fodder for the hungry yearning of 
immortal souls. God has decreed their food must be divine. 
For us, our friends' pagan view of Christmas is painted on 
a transparent canvas through which we see Christmas as 
The Divine. All the season's joys that seek expression in the 
color and gaiety of lighted candles, holly wreaths, tree-
trimming parties, presents, greeting cards, and Santa Claus 
are to us only the tinsel-not the treasure-of Christmas. 
Our answer for the "What Is Christmas" opinionnaire will 
always be: "Christmas is the intimate present of love that 
every Catholic exchanges with God as he prays midnight 
Mass in a darkened cathedr~l on a snowy Christmas evening. 
In Bethlehem Christ gave us who would return His love-
our Christmas-a foretaste of Heaven-a foretaste of God." 
Thank Him with all your love for the gift of knowing what 
Christmas is. 
e $500 W 01·tli Of Spfrit " 
MUCH alreapy has been written about the "new era" of spirit that is arising on Xavier's Evanston Campus. How-
ever, much remains to be penned about the "unending era" of 
active student loyalty that perpetually pervades Evening 
College corridors. Student camaraderie has assumed tangible 
form via the Boosters Club. To this organization, widespread 
dissemination of Xavier philosophy is paramount. An ex-
ample of this practical show of spirit is the $500:00 check 
recently presented to Father O'Connor, Evening College 
dean, for the benefit of the University Library. 
Perhaps. Xavier's nocturnal contingent isn't as prolific 
with the "rah rahs" as her Evanston Campus brothers· 
nevertheless, in our more maturely _quiet way, we do giv~ 
expressions of loyalty to Xavier, to her dignity of purpose, 
to her contribution to Greater Cincinnati's community life. 
to the merry-making spirit of the evening . college copy. Students were asked to register their 
Christmas season. With all the approval or disapproval by writing to the editors. 
glitter and glow of Old Santa him- The response has been overwhelmingly in favor of a sep-
self. Xavier's social committees 
effected dance-floor packages of arate Evening College page. Of forty-eight letters received, 
musical cheer and decorative color. forty-three favored a separate section. Reasons ranged from 
Christmas comes to Xavier with "I couldn't even find the news" to "I don't have time to search 
all the warmth of the Christ Child through the entire paper for items of interest to me." Most 
and all the brightness of His halo- students said they enjoyed readi.pg the rest of the paper 
ed light! Each year, amid the but preferred to read their own news first. 
mirthful lilt of holiday laughter 
and the quiet solemnity of the Crib Many Xavier activities are now co-curricular, e.g., the 
of Bellarmine, Xavier's students Masque Society's membership is composed of Evanston and 
enjoy a Christmas vacation rich in Downtown students; the prom queens for Evanston campus 
the University's tradition of friend- proms are evening college co-eds; the Philopeadian Society, 
ship and comrade loyalty. the NFCCS, the Chess Club, the Choral Club, and the Inter-
The garish red and green of t' l R l · Cl b holly berries and mistletoe leaves na iona e abons u are University activities in which 
imprint of their seasonal flavor on both colleges are welcome to participate; and sports events 
Xavier's blue and white. Santa I and social affairs sponsored by both groups are often of inter-
arrives with a flourish of college est to all Xavier students. Statistics show that only a 
dash on a 12-antlcr powered sleigh minority of the activities of both colleges are entirely inde-
that vies with any homecoming pendent of one another. 
float. 
A Xavier Christmas is a Merry 
Christmas. In all her Jesuit his-
tory she has offered her children 
the pleasantries of holiday celebra-
tions and the adoration of the holi-
day Christ. Christmas spirit is 
Xavier spirit not only on the twen-
ty-fifth of December, but on every 
day her students are mindful of 
God's Christmas Gift and of the 
inner verve and wide-eyed enthu-
siasm He instills in those Muske-
The editors feel that an awareness of the entire Univer-
sity's college life on the part of all students will create a 
broadened outlook and a better appreciation of all things 
Xavier. 
Moreover, the intermingling of news and features makes 
the News a more mature, a more professional journalistic 
publication-one which ranks favorably with those of other 
prominent universities. This incorporation of articles pre-
vents duplication in the writiqg of those news items which do 
affect both college branches. '· -
teers whose college days are true / The Evening College editors have the promise of the fair-
to His purposes, loyal to His cau~e, minded Evanston campus editors that all News copy will 
and filled with a love of Xavier be judged impartially for its newsworthiness, and- that 
that is akin to His. Evening College news will receive its proportionate allotment 
Choristers Sing 
At Lytle Pllrl~ 
of space in each edition. As a matter of interest, in the edi-
tions in which news has been intermingled, the Evening Col-
lege has received more column inches of space than under 
the "one Evening College page" arrangement. All editors 
Christmas Week activities of the and the combined News staff have been guided by Xavier's 
Choral Club will include a program traditional Musketeer motto: One for all and all for one. 
at the Crib in Lytle Park and a 
second engagement at the Little The opinions of all Xavier students on this important 
Sisters of the Poor, it has been an- controversy are requested. The policy of the News will be 
nounced by Miss Helen Gough, di- governed by the decision of Xavier's student body. 
rectress of the Choral Club. 
Strolling carollers will also 
serenade the students of the 
Downtown College during the 
week preceding. Christmas. 
The Choral Club's presentation 
of a program at the Little Sisters 
Soutli Hall To Be Dance Scene 
Of Booster-First Year ·Club 
• of the Poor and at the Boosters' 
Soap Operas Ancl Santa Claus Christmas dance have . been ac-
Tentative plans were announced this week for a joint 
Booster-First Year Club "Snow Frolic" to be held in January. 
This dance, which is to be staged at South Hall on the Evan-
ston Campus, will have ·as its motif the winter season, with 
decorations and stunts in this vein~ 
!. RECENT news release from Ohio State University car- cepted as an annual e.vent on the 
ft ried mention of an innovation in the radio field. Their schedule of the Evenmg College. 
5,00~-watt radi? station, wostJ, will spend the entire day of 
Christmas sendmg recorded classical and semi-classical music 
to their listening audience. Children's tales and the Christmas 
Story will be scheduled to coincide with gift-opening time. 
Paris, London, Chicago, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, and Boston 
symphony orchestras will give such old favorites as "The 
Nutcracker Suite" and "Tristan and Isolde,'' and artists will 
include violinist Yehudi Menuhin, pianist Robert Casadesus, 
and other world-famed musicians. 
It seems to us that those commercial radio stations who 
make a practice of interspersing commendations of the 
sponsor's products with a tearful soap opera could take an 
example from WOSU for Christmas Day at least. It perhaps 
violates established concepts of balanced programming but 
it would certainly be a pleasure to hear great music of the 
world on Christmas rather than the trials and tribulations 
of "Elmer's Second Wife's Third Husband." 
EVENING COLLEGE STAFF 
Co-Edltors ............................................ Marllyn Hilvers, Audrey 1\lcCafterty 
News .......................... l\lary Brinkmann, Frank Sommerkamp, Ed Goecks, 
Thelma Dinsmore, Jeanne Dossman, Larry Barker, 
Kathryn Luskey, ,,rat Voet, l\Jary Leah Nicholson 
Features ............................ EUeen Howell, l\lary Catherine Zimmer Harri 
1\laly, Rosemary -Schriber, WIWam' Cleary 
Columns ............................................ Pat Riley, l\lary McKay, Julie Geeks 
Although music will be furnished -----,..--------
EVENING COLLEGE PEEK by an orchestra; no definite com- Don't Park In Faculty Area 
mitments have been made. 
Thursday, December 18-League Russell w -1 t• ti ei er, represen mg te 
Bowling, 7:80 p.m. Evanston Boosters d B"ll Cl F" t All , an 1 eary, 1rs 
eys. Year Club representative, state 
Choral Club Practice, 8:00 p.m. that the student body will be given 
Fourth Floor. full details as soon as final ar-
1\londay, December 22-Last pre- rangements have been completed. 
holiday classes. 
No Bowling. 
Tuesday Deoomber 28-CHRIST-
MAS VACATION BEGINS. 
Thursday, December 25-CHRIST-
MAS DAY-Holy Day of Obll· 
gatlon. 
Sunday, December 28-Choral Club 
Caroling Program for Little Sla-
ten of the Poor. 
Thursday, January I-Feast of the 
Circumcision-Holy Day of Ob-
ligation. 
Monday, January IS-Classes Re-
sume. 
League Bowling, 7 :SO p.m. and 
9:80 p.m. Evanston Alleys. 
Tuesday, January 8-Feast of the 
Three Kings ("Little Christ· 
mas"), 
Wednesday, 'January 7-League 
Bowling, 7 :SO p.m., Evan1ton 
Alleys, 
Mission Benefits 
Through CSMC G·ift 
In addition to their donations to 
local missions, the Vetarcus Unit, 
C.S.M.C., will make a sizable con-
tribution to the operating funds of 
the mission church at Cuba, New 
Mexico. 
The Rev. Leo Pfeiffer, O.F.M., a 
former Price Hill resident, is pas-
tor of this mission parish, which 
serve Indian villagers in the Cuba 
area. 
Sunday collections, Father Pfeif-
fer said, average approximately 
forty-five cents. Inasmuch as he 
has very little outside assistance, 
any help is greatly appreciated. 
BACK STU~ENT RELIEF!! 
Katia II.& 
"8rol Chapelle 
llDtoa Hotel OBtrrJ 1111 
Drama Cl1ibs 
Merge; ;_"pring 
Contest Loorns 
The first combined meeting of 
the Evening College and Evanston 
Campus Masque Society was held 
in South Hall,· Sunday, December 
14. "Suppressed Desire," a one-act 
play was the highlight of the af-
ternoon's presentation. 
Mr. R. V. Fitzgerald, Masque 
President, announced a three-act 
play will be Xavier's 25th anni-
versary contribution to the dra-
matic life of the University. Select-
ing a play worthy of this dignity 
is now in the hands of the special 
committee selected for this pur-
pose. 
Another announcement of inter-
est to theatre-lovers was made by 
Dr. Wheeler, the group's faculty 
moderator. "Xavier will compete 
with Our Lady of Cincinnati Col-
lege and Mt. St. Joseph College 
in the spring of 1948 in a one-act 
play contest. This is in keeping 
with the Catholic Theatre Group's 
movement toward. greater appre-
ciation and more. widespread in-
terest in things both theatrical and 
Christian." 
Xavier's Masque Society recent 
television presentation was ap-
plauded as an appropriate mile· 
stone in Xavier's dramatic prog-
ress. Xavier was one of the first 
major universities to present a 
television broadcast of this type. 
Parlia1ne11tary 
Club Elects 
Miss Jeanne Dossman, member 
of the Electoral Committee of the 
Parliamentary Club, Xavier Eve-
ning College's newest discussion 
group, announced the club's elec-
tion of <>fficers will be held be-
fore post-holiday classes resume. 
The Parliamentary Club has 
been. organized by members of 
the Speech Class under the guid-
ance of Mr. John Maupin, Even-
ing College faculty member. 
Realizing the need for Catho-
lics who are versed in parliamen-
tary procedure,, and who are 
· equipped to express fluently 
sound Catholic opinion on current 
controversial issues, the Speech 
Class students established the 
Parliamentary ,Club as one effec-
tive measure to meet the demand 
for "golden mouthed" Catholics. 
Other E 1 e c to r a 1 Committee 
members include Edward McGee, 
Peggy Duffy _and William Mc-
Ginnis. 
.. BACK STUDENT RELIEF!! 
Raincoats 
Umbrellas 
Rubbers 
.Galoshes 
·for men, women 
and children. 
etJ~~~~ VC'~oEast4thSt\~ 
Ace Entertainment 
Service 
Alma Bahlke 
ENTERTAINMENT 
MUSIC - SPEAKERS 
For All Occasions 
Phone: DUnbar 2721 
or write 
111 E. Ctb St. Cincinnati, 0. 
X. U. Booster club says "Merry Xmas" to Rev. Paul L. O'Con· 
nor, S.J., as Russ Weiler presents the dean "with a check for $500, 
to be used for the library fund. 
Mahley & Care.w 
Give her 
tr1ivel eonvenience 1vith a 
GIFT of LUGGAGE 
OVERNIGHT CASE in a wide variety of c:olor~. 
Simulated leather with mirror in lid, strong 
loc:k, water-repellent lining 7 .95 
Plus 20% Fed. lax 
TRAIN CASE in simulated reptile or plain col-
ored simulated leather, with jewel tray and 
mirror inside the lid 12.95 
Plus 20% Fed. lax 
LEATHER JEWEL CASE, lined with c:otton vel· 
veteen throughout. Divided tra'l has two little 
cushion~. Made with strong loc:k. Choic:e of 
three sizes, in a variety of c:olors. An exc:ep· 
tional gift buy 8.95 
No Fed. lax 
Mahley & Carew 
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• • • CHOICE 
CHATTER 
By Mary ltlcKay 
Bob Johannigman tells us that 
there are two kinds of fisher-
men-those who fish for sport 
and those who catch something. 
Which reminds us of a long dis-
Once there were two· 1 it t le cussion regarding a certain essay 
worms. One was naughty and the in Rhet and Comp last year. 
other was good. The first was • • • 
lazy and improvident and always A novel way of telling whether 
stayed in bed late. The other was an ostrich is male or female was 
always up early and about his 
business. The early bird got the given us by Peggy Campbell-tell 
early worm, and a fisherman with it a joke. 
a flashlight got the night-crawler. If he laughs, it's a male. 
The moral, kiddies, is this: If she laughs, it's a female. 
You can't win. 
• • • 
Professor Meirose: Why are No Smoking In Class Rooms 
FO\VNES 
DRIVING GLOVES 
Real Pigskin Palms 
.W on'dering what Christmas gift to give the 
men on your list • • • without spending a lot? 
These wann, washable, good-looking Driving 
Gloves are the answer. Motorist or not, a man 
has many uses for them. Kni_t backs and snug 
ribbed wrists are 100% wool . • . neatly 
stitched to real pigskin palms for long wear 
and non-slip grip. Made for us by famous 
F o.wnes Bros. & Co. in a camel hair shade; 
small ( 7!/z and 8) ; medium ( 8!/z and 9) 
and large (9Vz and I 0). 
Telephone MAin 3610 or Order by Mail 
Home __ Of_ J:lm Schaffne~ & Milrx Clothes 
• 
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A Survey In Pictures VA. Guides 
1200 'X' Vets 
Xavier veterans, who number 
about 1200 arc capably adminis-
tered to by Mr. Gerald A. De-
Phot~grapher Tal{es 
He Visits l11stitution 
Pot-Luci{ As 
Cafeterias 
wald, who represents the govern-
ment, and Mr. Irvin Beumer, who 
is employed by Xavier University 
for the benefit of the veteran stu-
dents. Subsistence, insurance, 
part-time jobs, and general 
schooling advice are among the 
multitude of veteran's problems 
that Messrs. Dewald and Beumer 
handle for the former servicemen. 
Univcrstiy of Cincinnati, Dc}Jat'tment Store, A1ul 
Xavier Cafeterias Off er Comparable 1\'leals 
In order to better illustrate, perhaps even alleviate, the 
Evanston Campus Cafeteria situation, which has been the 
subject of much campus conversation, the Xavier University 
News herewith publishes pictures and menus of meals served 
at three cafeterias - all operated on a non-profit basis. 
The Veterans Administration 
aids disabled veterans in their re-
habilitation through a selection of 
their college objective. This de-
pends upon the social, mental, 
and scholastic background of each 
particular man. ·After the objec-
tive is determined, placement 
tests are taken at the Guidance 
Center to further decide their ap- , 
titude and abilities. ! 
Having finished these prelimi- 1 I :j'1'1:):j,:;:i)!)J 
naries a college is chosen where 
the veteran will receive proper at- ' 
tention. The V.A. representative, 
who in this case is Mr. Dewald, · 
now comes into the picture. He 
sees the veteran through regis-
tration and aids him in selecting 
the best possible course to pursue 
depending upon his personal ob-
jectives. Direct contact is main-
tained between the V.A. represen-
tative and the veteran through 
monthly meetings. 
Such close contact is not main-
tained between the Vetrans Ad-
ministration and veterans who 
have no physical disability, mainly 
because there is no special need 
for it, However, the Xavier Vet-
erans Administration is always 
ready to aid any veteran here at 
school who has problems that can 
possibly be settled by the V.A. Jeanne Koop, advertising copywl'iter at a well known local de-
pal'tment store, is picturecl in that store's employees cafeteria which 
opei·ates below cost with another $0.65 lunch. For .34 she was able 
to obtain the "S1>ecial of the Day," which includes a breaded pork 
chop, applesauce, peas, roll, butter, and a half-pint of milk (not 
icturecl). In order to bl'ing the total cost of the meal to .65 it was 
necessary to 1mrchase an aclclitional half-pint of milk (not pictured) 
Are you well-informed on 
Catholic Thought in current 
social and economic problems? 
Are you up to date with the 
latest in Catholic Fiction? Are 
you looking for something new 
in Spiritual Reading? 
. for six cents, six cents worth of potatoes, a cottage cheese salad for 
·six cents, ancl .13 fo1· pie-a-la-mode. 
Stop for a visit at the Cath-
olic Lending Library and Read-
ing RoQm in Chancery Hall at 
St. Louis Church, 8th and Wal-
nut Streets. 
At the Univers:•y oi' Cincinnati Cafctel'ia, opel'ated by Mrs. R. 
A. Thomas, Barbara Jo Kanost, Junior in the College of Applied 
Arts, is shown as she was about to enjoy a $0.65~ meal. The menu: 
Stuclent Special for .45, which incluclcs chicken croquette, string I 
beans, potatoes, bl'ead ancl butter, and Y:! pint of milk (not pictured). I 
In addition she has a ten-cent combination salad, and for dessert, 
cherry tapioca, also costing ten cents. 
Di!:i'Dr.:l'lli!:l'O~lli::!'_lli!2Dr.:!_O/!:!'ll/$'Lll~ll/!:1'_1l!,':!'Ol!2_1li!:l'Ol'Zl'lll!:l'lll'll'lll!:l'llr.:l'llr.:l'llr.:l'Or~>::llt, ~ 
, ~~~~~ .......... ~~ ............ ~ ........... ~~~'i"\.~,... ...... ~~~ ...... ~~~""ur:A I 
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FLACH BROTHERS · We take this time to say to you, 
W hole1ale Crocer• 
• • • • 
2nd and Vine Street• 
(;incinnati, Ohio 
!fllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll! 
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- -a NEW E 
- -
- -
- -5 ENGLAND 5 
- -
- -5 HAT § 
- -
- -§ MANUFACTURING -
118 East Sixth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
To all the friends of Xavier true: 
God bless, God keep you all this day 
And all the days the Xavier way .. 
X-Squires 
The Laundry Nearest Xavier 
Offers Fast, Dependable Service 
"SHIRTS OUR SPECIALTY" 
One Day Service If Desired 
ASTOR LAUNDERERS 
5 3912 Reading Road AVon 1765 ··"-5 
CONRAD FOCHT, Sr., : "You Get 'Em Faster At Astor" : 
§ Proprietor § § BACHELOR BUNDLES OUR SPECIALTY § 
I 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111• &1111m••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111i 
At the Xavier University Cafeteria a Xavier student, George E. 
Reising, is purchasing a $0.67 meal. It includes an order of hash, 
potatoes, two glasses of milk, two rolls, butter, pie, and a bowl 
of soup. 
The cashier is Eileen Standley. The cost of this meal does not 
take into consideration the ten-percent discount enjoyed by pur-
chasers of meal ticket books. 
\ 
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STUDENT COUNCIL ACTIVITIES SURVEYED 
News Reporter Cancliclly Discusses 
Government Policies And Actions 
Ing Registration shouht witness a 
lot less confusion amt waiting. Jim 
Cullen, Senior Class President, did 
Slllcndht work. Oratorlcals, de-
bates, lc<itures, the llromoting of 
all these arc within the jurisdic-
tion of Student Council. And, lest 
we forget, those bo3·s with the 
blue arm bands we sec at football 
games, eon\'oeations arul the like 
are the \'cry men about whom we 
ha\'c been writing. 
' 
How Student Council Operates, Wltnt It Hns Done, 
And What It Plans To Do In The Future Examined 
By Jim O'Brien 
As the school approaches the mid-year mark, let us 
closely scrutinize the work of the students' official repre-
sentatives-The Student Council. 
It is our personal belief that most of the freshmen and 
an alarming number of the upper-classmen know little about 
this organization, what its purpose and duties are, what Besides all this, the Student Council will soon support a clean-
up campaign f9r the campus, has 
supported the NFCCS drive and 
their freshmen football game and 
always has many small jobs, such 
as securing mirrors, pencil sharp-
eners and scores of other things. 
powers it has for carrying these 
things out, or what it has accom-
plished. 
Its purposes, as stated in Article 
2, Section 1, in Its constitution, are 
to: foster, stimulate, and direct all 
warranted student activity; to co-
operate with the faculty In all 
matters pertaining to the students 
whether athletic, social, forensic, 
or academic, and to, whenever pos-
sible, effect measures relative to 
the welfare of the student body. 
It receives its powers directly 
from the President of Xavier U. 
who. has approved Student Coun-
cil's Constitution. 
Social Committee 
The Student Council is devoid 
of all standing committees except 
one, the Social Committee. But 
this committee plays a very im-
portant part in the operation of 
the Council, from which it gets its 
power. Its purpose is to foster, 
supervise, and direct the financial 
budgets and plans for all dances 
presented off the Evanston Cam-
pus in the name of Xavier Uni-
versity by any class or student or-
ganizations of th~t campus. The 
Social Committee gets 75 per cent 
of the proceeds from an off-cam-
pus dance and 35 p~r cent of the 
proceeds from any dance given on 
the campus (campus dances are, 
of course, also under its jurisdic-
tion). But the same percentage 
holds true for losses as it does for 
gains. From the money it receives 
through these assessments the 
committee helps the sponsors of 
such dances finance any net loss 
resulting from them. It will suffer 
35 per cent of the loss for Campus 
Dances and 75 per cent of the loss 
for off-campus dances. Proposals 
for a dance must be sound to get 
the Social Committee's backing. 
Now that we have defined the 
purposes and duties of the Stu-
it has performed so far this year. 
dent Council, let us see how well 
To repeat, it is to cooperate with 
the faculty in all matters pertain-
ing to students whether athletic, 
social, forensic, or academic. 
Intra murals 
The chief concern of the Coun-
cil in regards to athletics is to 
see that intramural sports are set 
up for the students. Mr. George 
Hiatt, Director of Physical Edu-
cation is in charge of intramurals 
at Xavier. He was invited to the 
second meeting of the Council this 
year and announced that up to 
November only touch football and 
softball can be offered to the en-
tire student body and football only 
at certain periods of the day. After 
mid-November basketball would be 
opened but it has been delayed be-
cause of the condition of the field 
house. He said that last year few 
students answered appeals to par-
ticipate in bowling, swimming or 
handball-the only sport played, 
basketball was hampered because 
equipment was not returned. Mr. 
Hiatt claims to be all-out for the 
students, but one may easily ask: 
Are the students really co-operat-
ing with Mr. Hiatt. Council is even 
at the present time, pushing intra-
murals and trying to work up stu-
dent Interest. 
Also, to further athletics, Stu-
dent Council has held big pep 
rallies, the Bowling Green and 
U.C. rallies were said to be the 
biggest and most successful ral-
lies yet held at Xavier. 
It has started a cheer card set-
up at Xavier, an entirely new idea 
here. The whole project has started 
from scratch and its first year can 
be called successful. It did its best 
to improve student seating at the 
football games. All year the Coun-
cil has investigated the companion 
book and ticket question and have 
presented to the students the poli-
cies adapted by the Business De-
partment of Athletics. 
As for the promotion of social 
activities. The Freshman Dance at 
the beginning of the Semester was 
a social success and was just the 
right thing to aid the freshmen in 
getting acquainted with one an-
other. The Junior-Senior Hal-
loween D!!-nce was very close to 
being a failure financially due to 
lack of attendance. The Sopho-
more Dance did much better but 
the dance most worthy of mention 
to date was the Military Ball. It 
must be remembered that for all 
these affairs, both good and bad, 
the Social Committee spent much 
time and labor. The most active 
part of Student· Council, the Social 
Committee through the "Spirit of 
Xavier" saw its well. laid plans for 
Homecoming clashed by rainy 
weather. It is noteworthy of that 
group that Homecoming came off 
as well as it did under the circum-
stances. The Social Calendar, put 
out by this group every year, de-
mands considerable effort but is 
Some Students Doubt 
Are Council members doing a 
good job? Quite a few students 
do not think so. 
Many of the dormitory students 
have a bitter attitude towards the 
Council. Some of them malrn the 
claim that Council is too p1·0 "Day 
Hop" and does not look after their 
needs or wants, particularly in re-
gard to the social aspect. Most of 
the members of Student Council 
dread the thought of disunity and 
have recommended· various ways 
to bring about a closer harmony. 
The dorm students feel, though, 
that while they are in school they 
are under the supervision of Stu-
dent Council, but in the dorms 
they are part of a big family and 
should lead more of a family life. 
To further this end out-of-town 
students have organized a Campus 
Committee. The growing power of 
the organization some say may 
cause conflicts or it may develop 
a greater "Spirit of Xavier." 
Then there are those students 
who compare the dances ·given by 
Council this ;rear with those given 
by this time last year and then 
arrive. at the conclusion that Stu-
dent Council has fallen down on 
the job. As a matter of fact, the 
Council was helpless to do much 
about dances this year except to 
ha\'e individual class dances in 
South Hall. Until recently the 
the least appreciated chore as fteldhouse could not be use<l and 
far as the students are concerned. any outside location large enough 
Academically, Student Council costs too much money. Student 
has promoted Freshman Induction Council hasn't given the big dances 
Week. It gave orientation lectures, that it llromoted last year but as 
proctored and corrected placement I pointed out by Howard Naberhaus, 
tests, distributed freshmen caps, I Social Committee Chairman, In hls 
and did all the work on the Fresh- letter to the editor of the News 
man Dance, and Freshman Week. on October 24, by the first of No-
Councll 11as greatly lmpro\•cd I \'ember last year, Council had 
the registration set-up. This com- given only one dance, a Halloween 
Me111bers Of Student Council 
1st Row; James Cullen, Senior Class President; Bert Downing, 
President of Stdent Council; Neil O'Leary, Vice President of Stu-
dent Council; Howard Naberhaus, Chairman of Social Committee. 
2nd Row; Mel Hessler, President of Junior Class; Gabe Hartke; 
Thomas Hanna, Secretary of Council; Richard Henkel. 
· 3rd Row; John Heitz, President of Sophomore Class; James 
Clancy; John Dietrick. 
4th Row; William -O'Brien, Freshman Class President; Paul 
Wise, Larry Kane; Paul O'Brien. 
Absent: Sophomore Charles Ruby, Treasurer of Council. 
Social Conunitte Discusses Plans 
1st Row: Bert Downing President of Student Council; Howard 
Naberhaus, Chairman of Social Committee; William O'Brien, F1·esh-
man Class President. 2ml Row: John Hiltz, Sophomore Class Presi-
dent; Mel Hessler, Junior Class President; James Cullen, Scnio1· 
Class President. 
Dance, whereas the Council this 
year s1wnsored two dances. 
But it is very easy to find fault. 
It can be seen at times where Stu-
dent Council has greatly let the 
student body clown. Council mem-
bers have been urging a move 
for more of a "Spirit of Xavier" 
all year. But the organization that 
calls itself exactly that-"Spil•it 
of Xavier" received, instead of 
support, hedging, indecision, and 
no encouragement from Council. 
The situation at the cafeteria is 
becoming much worse, many dorm 
students say they are unable to 
eat at reasonable prices. This may 
be due to the high costs but 
couldn't the inefficiency of the 
"bussing" help also be to blame? 
Of course, Council cannot take ac-
tion without an investigation, but 
just why haven't they investi-
gated? 
D1'lnna And Basketbctll 
The lUasque Society's presenta-
tions received but very little sup-
110rt from Student Council and 
their three one-act plays were 
given before a very small crowd. 
This is a disgrace and a direct 
insult to this club. Stmlcnt Coun-
cil should gi\'e more aid a111l pub-
licity to all clubs aml organiza-
tions. The basketball situation is 
regretablc this year. Students 
have been 1mshed over to the 
smaller north side of the flcld-
housc, and the other sillc shall be 
mostly reserved seats. TJ1crc wiU 
be no com11a11lo11 books or tickets. 
Why docs Council not take action'! 
\Vith basketball the reasons for 
inaction are the same as with the 
other short comings. Council mem-
bers work hard arut accomJllish 
\'cry much but once a question is 
directed to a faculty membca• his 
word is final. Council considers the 
matter closed, no matter how bad-
ly the students' toes arc being 
stcp1lcd on. Council needs more 
fight, and (to llllt it in the com-
mon vernacular) "guts!" 
But the students of Xavier are 
greatly to blame. Many students 
complain that Council is not doing 
this or that but how many attend 
their class meetings and express 
their views there. Why always 
complaints, why not some sound 
suggestion? What do the students 
want? Why do they not express 
themselves? The Council can only 
be as strong and virile as its sup-
porting student body is strong and 
virile. 
Council Let Dotvn 
The students have let the Coun-
cil down many times, for instance 
the cheer writing contest, Dayton 
bus cavalcade which resulted in 
one bus making the trip. Student 
Council has been worldng for the 
student body but the student body 
has done little towards aiding Stu-
dent Council. 
On the whole Student Council has 
clone a good job this semester and 
the three mid-year graduates: Bert 
Downing, Jim Cullen, and Neil 
O'Leary can be proud of the worlc 
they have done. Bert Downing, the 
present president of Student Coun-
cil will be succeeded by Howard 
Naberhaus who has already shown 
himself to be a conscientious 
worker. He has been the mainstay 
in the Social Committee this 
semester. Here's wishing Howard 
and all the members of Student 
Council the best of fortunes in the 
coming semester. 
SUPPORT SCHOOL 
ACTIVITIES 
•11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111g111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
THE MUSIC BOX 
For Delicious Food and cocktails 
in a charming, intimate and so-
phisticated atmosphere. 
Music to relax you. Cocktails 
that satisfy till 1 :00 A.M. 
Saturday, 2:00 A.M. 
FOVNTAIN SQVARE HOTEi.. 
Mel Deininger, Mgr. MA 4660 
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Cq,.Captains • • • • • • 
Musliies Romp 
Over ~agles 
• 
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XAVIER SPORTS 
1947-48 Musketeer Cage Squad 
Front, left to right: Jim Scully, Ed Blssmeyer, Dick lUcQuade, Bob Benjamin, Don Scully, Dick Obertlng, 
Art Morhorst and Dick Korb. Rear: Ray C. Baldwin, Trainer; Jack Tracy, Bob Alston, Don Bolton, 
l\lalcolm l\lcMullen, Lewis R. Hirt, Head Coach; Chick Boxwell, Jim Kortholl, Howard Schueller, Jim 
Kramer, l\lanager; and Ray Foos, l\lanager. 
For Third Win 30 MEMBERS OF '47 VARSITY SQUAD 
cr::t;! t~:fo~;st ~i!o:-~~:; GET LETTERS AT FOOTBALL BANQUET 
young season, Xavier disposed of 
an undersized but fighting gang 
of Golden Eagles from Morris-
Harvey last Friday night, winning 
72-48. 
The size of the crowd, 4500, and 
the glitter of the Memorial Field-
house's new floor somewhat out-
shone the ragged performance of 
the Musketeers, as frequent bad 
passes and other faulty playing 
proved that Coach Lew Hirt's 
cagers still haven't found top-
notch stride. 
Although the West Virginians 
took a 10-2 lead early in the first 
quarter, the Muskies soon found 
the range and drew up to an 18-18 
tie, extending their advantage to 
43-33 at the midway point. 
With a dearth of substitutions 
handicapping their game efforts, 
Morris-Harvey saw their bigger 
foes pull away early in the second 
half, and although they managed to 
narrow the margin to 49-39 with 
eight minutes remaining, they soon 
fell off the pace. 
Frosh Sq.uad Awarded Nu111erals As Judge Ja1nes 
Stewart And "Stu" Holcomb Are Honored Guests 
The curtain was ceremoniously rung down on the 194 7 
Musketeer football season as the varsity and freshman 
elevens were honored with a banquet at the Hotel Gibson 
Roof Garden on December 11. About 500 persons heard 
LATE SCORES 
Ohio U. si"'::.. Xavier 5'.2 
Kentucky 79 - Xavier 37 
Toastmaster James Garfield Stewart, former mayor of,_ __________ __.. 
Cincinnati and presently an Asso-
ciate Judge of the Supreme Court 
of Ohio, commence the speakers 
parade as he congratulated the 
teams and coaches for a fine job 
well done. 
Stewart was jubilant as he said, 
in referring to the X-UC grid con-
test, "anyone who saw the game 
was proud of the sportsmanship 
displayed. An ideal relationship 
exists between these two fine 
schools and their presidents, X. 
and U. C., both belbng to Cin-
cinnati." 
Head Coach Ed Kluska thanked 
the squad for the spirit and effort 
shown and then awarded the var-
sity letters and sweaters. Line 
Coach Bill Feldhaus also thanked 
everyone for their cooperation and 
backing. 
Student Gives Vie,ws Ori 
The Establishment Of Crew 
By Ken Mecklenborg 
Advocating the establishment of the sport of crew at 
Xavier, Jerry Weber, a dorm student, said in a personal in-
terview that the potentialities would be very promising. As 
a member of the Marietta team last year, ·he noted that only 
two colleges, Marietta and Wisconsin, have crews within an 
area that extends from Pennsyl-
vania to Washington. This demon-
strates the fact that a sport that 
thrives abundantly on the East 
and West Coast lies dormant in 
the Mid-West. 
could contract the larger schools 
on the coasts that consider it a 
major sport, the name of the Uni-
versity would be spread through-
out the nation and be put in the 
limelight of the sports-minded 
public. 
Those having any further ideas 
on the establishment of the sport 
are asked to contact the Sports 
Dept. of the News. 
• • • • • • 
For 1948 
-Bob "lnj'' Conway 
............... " ....................................... .... 
Sportstistics 
By Bob Coates • 
.................................... _. ............ .__.. 
Lew Hirt's hardwood hellions, 
after winning their first three 
starts, boast a game average of 62 
points against their opponent's 48. 
At the end of last season the Blue 
Battlers had an average of 48 
points while 
their rivals av-
eraged 52. They 
are off on the 
right foot! 
* * * 
Next Sunday 
afternoon at 
S :so Xavier's 
AH-State Line-
man, Ray Stack-
house, wlll walk 
Bob Coates down the aisle 
with Donna Varner of Fairfield, 
Ohio. They will join hands at the 
Fairfield l\lethodlst Church. After 
the Christmas recess they will re-
side at 986 lUarlon Ave. 
* * * 
Heard many comments after the 
Morris-Harvey encounter: "The 
Muskies didn't show much on the 
surface, but those 72 points prove 
that something ls there.'' Right 
you are. 
* * * 
With the close of the 1947 Cal-
endar for the News, we say to all 
of you from all of us: 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! ! 
HAPPY NEW YEAR!! 
Of the 14 players used by Coach 
Hirt, only two failed to score. Art 
Morthorst, who stood head and 
shoulders above his team-mates 
with his stellar floor game, had 11 
markers to lead the Blue and 
White. A rousing ovation was ex-
tended George King, capable Eagle 
forward, when he left the game 
after contributing 18 points. 
Father Celestin J. Steiner, Presi-
dent of Xavier University,'thanked 
the team, the coaches, the radio 
and press and all who were in any 
way connected with the success of 
the past football campaign, 
One reason given for this is 
that most colleges do not have 
some near body of water on 
which to practice and hold re-
gattas. But Xavier lying so close 
to the ·Ohio River is well situ-
ated for the sport. Weber con-
firms this by relating that last 
year in a match between Mai·ietta 
and Wisconsin here in Cincin-
nati the race committee laid 
off an excellent course. The cur-
rents along the city are ideal for 
Dreams Of •••• Danced In Their Heads 
"Mac" McMullen tossed in 10 
points for the winners, and was 
followed closely by Howie Schuel-
ler, Bob Alston and Don Bolton, 
all of whom had eight. Alston's 
work under the enemy hoop was 
also outstanding. 
Home-llome Games 
Arranged With U.L. 
Up from the land where there's 
a basketball hoop on every garage, 
the University of Louisville's Car-
dinals will cross the Ohio River 
to do battle with Lew Hirt's Blue 
and White Basketeers. The Car-
dinals have six lettermen return-
ing from last season's team which 
won i6 games and lost 5. Coach 
Ben Hickman's cage crew will play 
at xavier on Jan. 7, and then en-
tertain the Muskies at the Louis-
ville Armory on Feb. 13. 
SCALPERS' PARADISE 
The popularity of television has 
reached such a peak that front row 
seats in Pasadena cafes, with tele. 
casts of the Rose Bowl Game, will 
cost $20, while standing room is 
priced at '10, for New Year's Day. 
-Sporting News 
With reference to the future at 
Xavier, Father Steiner said, "we 
will give everything that is con-
sistent with the ideals of Xavier 
University. Lets all make Xavier 
great in two ways; in education, 
primarily, and in football." 
The guest speaker was the Head 
Football Coach of Purdue Uni-
versity, S. K. "Stu" Holcomb. The 
former Ohio State grid great 
reminisced a~out his coaching 
career experiences. He told behind 
the scenes tales of the great 
war years champions, the Army 
Cadets, of which he was end 
coach. Holcomb also told some in· 
teresting stories of this, his first 
year at Purdue. He congratulated 
the Musketeers on the fine showing 
they made against some tough 
competition. 
Edward T. Burns, former all· 
star athlete at Xavier, presented 
Captain Mike Vikartovsky with 
the Legion of Honor. Albert Howe, 
also a former Xavier athlete anll 
now coach at Newport Catholic 
High, represented the Varsity "X" 
Association as he awarded the two 
graduating seniors, Mike Vikar-
tovsky and Jim Daum, with mini· 
ature gold footballs. 
Freshman Coach Charles Lavelle 
awarded the freshman numerals .. 
crew. 
Campus Men Favorable 
If a varsity and junior varsity 
are to be carried, it would be 
necessary to have a team of 24 
men. Weber said that he-has con-
tacted various men on the campus 
and that all of them are favorable 
to the idea with many of them 
expressing a desire to participate. 
This would give the "muscle men" 
of the university who did not 
wish to play football a chance 
to expend some of their energy. 
As to the coaching staff Weber 
expressed the view that only one 
coach would be necessary. He 
commented that some alumnus 
who has had experience would 
welcome the chance to put a Xa-
vier crew team in competition. 
X's Name Could Be Spread 
Among the potentialities men-
tioned is the fact that if Xavier 
would float a team, other colleges 
throughout the Mid-West might 
be encouraged to establish the 
sport and thus initiate a new field 
of competition. Also if Xavier 
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AS I SEE IT: 
A Letter To Santa 
Bv Dick Henkel 
With the season of holly wreaths, Christmas carols, gifts and the 
other Yuletide accoutrements about us, our benevolent and kindly soul 
has seen fit to write a letter to Santa Claus. Here it is: 
Dear Santa: 
We have all tried to be good little boys here as Xavier U., and 
although we have received lots and lots of nice things up around 
Victory Parkway this year, we wonder if you could pack these easy-
to-get ( ? ? ) items into your sack this year. The people we've asked 
you to bring presents to are good people too, so 
would you kindly bring to: 
Ed IUuska--One 190-pound halfback who can run' 
the hundred in 9.5. 
Bill Feldhaus-An automatic voice volume ad-
justor. 
George Hlatt-1500 boys in intramural leagues, 
and ten extra men to help him organize them. 
Lew Hirt-at least 20 wins out of the 27 games 
he has to play this year, and top it off with a victory 
over U. C. 
Gordon Nead-Packed houses for each of tl1e bas-
ketball games, plus one workable solution to student Dick Henkel 
demands for good seats. 
- Bob Conway-A shock-repellent helmet with a built-in smelling 
salts container. 
Bob McQuade-A .500 percentage on pass completions in 1948. 
Ed Blssmeyer-The knowledge that1te won't have any more "clown-
ish" nights like the one he had against Morris-Har.vey. After all, Santa, 
he's a pretty fair ball-player. 
Al Stephan-a copy of Joe Miller's best. 
Bill llocklage--a sports staff· that beats every deadline with two 
days to spare, and six editions of the XU News that will publish 
themselves. 
University of Cincinnati-a new fieldhouse. 
Cincinnati's dally newspapers-one infallible sports writer apiece. 
Red Lavclle+-No less than five games on his frosh squad's schedule 
in 1948. 
Bob Coates (bless his soul)-a three-foot slide rule to figure bas-
ketball statistics. 
Diel' Obertlng-a pair of basketball trunks that make him look like 
some thing other than an ad for B.V.D.'s. 
This column-Red-hot news copy, guaranteed not to cause any 
repercussions, at least once a month. 
SHORT SHOTS ••• 
Notice from the U.C. News Record that Sam Feinberg, who pro-
motes all the Bearcat cage games in Music Hall, has informed the 
McMicken . students that he'd like to give them all seats for their 
games downtown. U~-huh, better Santa brought them that Fieldhouse 
we spol'e of before! 
AFTER THE. GAME 
-REFRESH· WITH COKE 
IOTTLED UNDU. AUIHOllTY OP THI COCA·COLA COMPANY IY 
'l'BE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY 
0 1947 The C.C Co. 
Top Cage Quintets 
Here For Holidays 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Ing second year men on the first 
five. 
The Red and White will be try-
ing to take the lead in the over-
all series with Xavier in this game 
as the two schools have met in 
the hardwood fioor twice before 
with each school claiming a vic-
tory. 
Last season Ball State won 9 
and lost 8. 
CREIGTON 
Next on the Musketeers' sched-
ule after the Ball State game will ranking team in the country Inst 
be the Creighton University Blue- year; Seton Hall College of South 
jays from Omaha, Neb. The Blue- Orange, New Jersey. During the 
jays are the Far West representa- 1946-47 season the Pirates won 24 
live on Xavier's schedule and con- games and lost 3. The Seton Hall 
sistently play the finest teams in five was one of the powerhouses 
their section of the country. This of the East last year and Coach 
year is no exception and Creigh- John Rittmier is knee-deep in re-
tori'3 schedule contains such na- turnces. 
tionnlly known teams as Okla- Probable starting lineup for 
homa A & M, Rice, Western Michi- Pirates will consist of Frank Saul 
gan, and Tulsa. The night before and John Mackowski at forwards, 
the Bluejays play Xavier, they in- Harry Renner at center and Jack 
vade Lexington for a game with Rilley and Toni Gibbons at guards. 
U.K.'s powerful Wildcats. Saul led the Seton Hall cagers in 
SETON HA.LL I scoring last year with 301 points. 
On Jan. 4, Lew Hirt's Musketeers 
will play host to the sixteenth BACK STUDENT RELIEF!! 
ARROW 
Colored Shirts 
When you give a m~n Arrow shirts for Christmas, you give 
him a brand that's always a favorite with well dressed men. 
And when you choose from our vast select_ion of Arrow shirts, 
you're sure to find just the styles, colors and patterns that will 
suit him best. Soft or fused collars, neck sizes 13Vz to 17t 
sleeve lengths 32 to, 35. 
H o m e .o f H a r t S ch a f f n e r & I v1 a r x CI o t 11e1 
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for everyone comes from 
ON 'fHE PARKWAY 
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XAVERIANUS 
A War Cl1ristmas 
ESSAY COIVTEST 
• OFFERS $1000 
each: and ten fum·th prizes of "Roads lo Industrial Peace." These 
$100. entries came from all over the 
This contest is lhc second in the , nation, O\'Cr 100 colleges partici-
series, last year's topic being paling. 
By Bob Helmes 
'Tis Better to Give than to Receive? T I 1,0 . oo n1porlant For«et --o 
Do you want to \\'in Sl,000? You 
tlo, well this is how. The Tamiment 
Social and Economic Institute is 
sponsoring an essay contest on the 
subject, "An American Program 
for \Vorlcl" Peace in the Present 
Crisis." 
Herc, briefly, arc the rules: The 
When holly comes into play, when Santa Claus is found in every 
department store, when the Christmas Babe rests in His crib in every 
Church, Xaverianus likes to turn back his clock to the one Christmas 
which he feels did him the most good. . essay must be bct\\'ecn 5,000 ancl 
many 1 6,000 \\'Ords. All unclergraduale 
college students in the United 
Xaverianus found it a constant source of amazement thrrt so 
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it on essential 
in every student's diet. 
G.l.'s who could sell their candy bars in clo\\·ntown 
Berlin for five dollars apiece, chose to thro\\' them 
into the big boxes outside the ordet·ly room mail;c:l. 
"Christmas candy for Berlin's l\iddies!" In less than 
two weeks the boxes had swelled to the o\·e~!1o\\·in~ 
point by more than 1,000 eancl,\· b:1•·s. From th~ 
unselfish G.l.'s the equi\'alent of $5.000 worlh or 
kindness! 
States arc eligible to send only 
: one entry. An entry blank \\'ill he 
· ,:0nl on request of lhc contestant. J. II. FIEL1'1AN DAIRY CO. 
The mnnuseripts must be typed, 
, dnuhle "pncell. nnrl on only one Hide 
, of the paper. They 111l1Ht be origi-
11:1l, u npu hli:<hed \\'orks. The es-
Xaverianus was met b;v a gust of Sl'O\\' that :c:i~·s should be maill:cl tn the Tami-
Christmas eve in 19•15. as he stt>ppf'r.I fro,11 ;\li(li1:'.'.i1l 'mcnl InHtilute Contest, 7 I~asl 
Mass at Berlin's Titania Palast Thc;i ~C'r. It \\·ould 1 :ith St l'PL'l, NC'W York :;, N0w 
.«
. •1
1 Ynrk, before ,\Jwil 2:;, Hl-IS. If the be a white Christmas after all! He coulcl 11\'::1 l' the · 
h . ti 8 b 11 1 l nulhor \\'isheH his mnnusc1·ipl rc-w is e of the snow blizzard pounding 1·::i inly on his o e mes 1 
2519 Vine Street 
For 
GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
window as he pulled the covers up to h!s c·hiti. l'cl'rd o1·cr in his hunk:. turned, a st.amped, Helf-ndclressccl 
and prepared to dream of Christmas' past. envelope must accompany lhc en-
He felt a chill as the covers whisked off his body and hi!' f• it'lld cried. t l'y. "'°0 nnme should appear 011 lhc ~ 
"Let's go kid, it's time we visit those orphans!" . manuscript proper. On a special . 
sllCet, clipped to the essay, the ~ ~ Downstairs Xaverianus and his friend met the Companv Cc:rn111a11cl1'1" . ·,..,. • -~ ~ 
student should ha\'e hir; full name, ~ the Administrative Officer and eight other enlisted men who \\'ere 
AV. 64.80 
. . . col!e 0 ·e and home adclress lelc-p1ling the candy, fruits, nuts and two tremendous cans of ice c1·eam '
1 1 "' 1 1 ll ' f A M into those three jeeps. The snow was still on the ground, but a i pl lone lll1lll11 )~rl'l, Hill( t'llel namlc . 0 I c E c RE M and I L K 
b ·11· t b · . . 1 l 1c co cgc. 1c ns 1 u c re ::i 111s r1 ian sun was eammg; a typical Chnstmas clay. i 1 . 1 t'tl t ll . · ' · . . . . I t 1c no- 1ls and 1 e o 1c 111·1ze-
The Jeep convoy was hailed on the dnve of the "Kmclerlchmk" by . . "' t . 'l'I . ?Z ~ & 
a young sister who greeted them with "Froelische \Vcinhachlen, wmnmg. en ·i:ics. w prizes a.re: !!.~ i.h~_,4_,1,_ 
Id t 1,, CM Ch . t Id' 1) Sh . 1 1 1 first prize, $1,000; second pn-.e. 7~:~ii tpf_.,,, ~V An Independent Since 184% eo a en. erry ris mas, so 1ers. e fairy outbeamec t 1c sun $5 l ll. 1 . . s.,- 0 ~~e~dthem~~the~ildren~hmplta~hmne.Many~lliew~dows' ~-oo_: __ \_m __ 1 _1 r_(~1_i1_·1 z_~_s_··_0_1 _•_-·_~~~~=====================~====~ 
were still boarded up and the general air of post-war trngccly still 
prevailed. But there was a Christian spirit present that came from 
faith. 
Other nuns and ankle-skirted nurses led the candy-bearing soldiers 
into a medium sized room teeming with youngsters under five years 
of age. The youngsters were quick to make friends, grabbed the G.I.'s 
by their hands, and soon were bounding up and down on OD clad 
shoulders. Xavel'ianus was touched, as were all the rest. Sunken 
cheeked youngsters, orphaned by war, smiled through toothless grins. 
Others waved twisted arms and hopped about on shrunken legs and 
disfigured forms. The innocent had suffered with the guilty. 
The children leaped with joy as they received thefr first taste of 
real American ice cream, and stuffed chocolate candy into their mouths. 
The G.I.'s enjoyed watching them even more than they enjoyed the 
treat, And when the sister tapped her spoon on te table the youngsters 
stopped their eating and raised their voices in German Christmas 
carols. Most recognized, "Stille Nacht," and "0 Come All Ye Faithful,'' 
sung in English. 
The 12 G.I.'s left the "Kinderklinik," depositing extra ice cream 
behind them, and smiled at the tiny faces plastered against the re-
maining window glasses, and waved goodbye. There were many more 
stops that day, all repetitious of the first, and evening found three 
jeep loads of happiness returning for their own Christmas meal. 
After eating, Xaverianus went up to his room and started a letter 
home. It began: "Dear Mom & Dael: Your son has just spent the most 
enjoyable day of his life." 
Pitrdue, Marquette 
Debaters' Rivals 
(Continued from Page 5) 
The society, organized in 1841, 
is the oldest student organization 
on the campus. Principally, the 
aim .of the club is to offer oppor-
tunity for public address and de-
bate. Through the medium of this 
organization Xavier men have 
been well schooled in elocution 
and argumentation. From the 
membership the varsity debate 
squads are chosen and they carry 
out a program of home and out of 
town intercollegiate debates. 
This year the Philopedian So-
ciety is under the able supervision 
of the newly appointed adviser, 
Mr. James Shaw, professor of 
English, and a graduate of the 
Xavier class of '36, he excelled in 
debating while here. In 1935 he 
won the Washington Oratorical 
Contest and in 1936 the intra-
mural debate tournament. After 
his graduation from Harvard Law 
School in 1942, he spent a year in 
the Merchant Marine, and later 
was commissioned in the Marine 
Corps. Shaw began his teaching 
career at Xavier last September. 
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!! 
XAVIER's FAVORITE 
BARBER 
JULIUS LOHR 
3757 Montgomery Road 
3 Bl!>cks East of Campus 
Sociality Plans 
Catechis111 Class 
(Continued from Page 5) 
sophomore Milton A. Partl'idge, is 
promoting the Radio Acceptance 
Poll. Twenty of the thirty-eight 
members of the sociality are tak-
ing this poll, the purpose of which 
is the moral betterment of popu-
lar radio comedy shows The re-
sults of the poll are tabulated and 
press releases are made. Back 
this drive for the moral better-
ment of radio programs. Sacrifice 
a half hour weekly for a good 
cause. Obtain poll cards each 
week at the desk in the library, 
where they should also be re-
turned. 
LET A. XAVIER S1'UDENT 
SUPPLY YOUR 
FLOOR SHOWS 
DANCE BANDS 
Tom l\'lillel' 
JU 3054 
---
Bob Braun 
HE 2532 
The Drug Store closest to 
Xavier University 
Tlie Abe Baumring 
Pliarmncy 
EVANSTON 
llllported 
Hand--made 
Argyle Hose 
These fine fuil-lcngth Argyle hose were hand made in 
Canada . . . from high grade, I 00% virgin wool yarns 
. . . and imported just in time lo make handsome gif ls 
for the men on your Christmas list. Argyle patterns in 
'1 
predominantly green, maroon, brown, Navy blue, French 
blue or camel hair shade, sizes IOVi lo 13. Specify 
basic color desired when ordering by mail or phone. 
Tel.e/Jhonc l'v1Ain 3610 or Order By Mail 
Home Of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
PAGE FOURTEEN 
Christmas Seals 
• • • Your Protedion 
, 
Against Tubenulosis 
Sodality- Acce1Jts 25 
Twenty-five loyal applicants were 
accepted into the Sodality of the 
Blessed Virgin at Bcllarmine 
Chapel on December 10 at 7:30. A 
picturesque ceremony began with 
an enlightening address by Father 
Frank Dietz, S.J., on the duties 
and privileges of a sodality mem-
ber. The ceremony in which each 
applicant marched to the altar and 
recci vcd the Miraculous l\'Icdal, 
was followed by Benediction. 
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MARCHING BAND NOW 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
Transforming themselves from a marching band into a 
concert orchestra, the Xavier University 60-piece band will 
make appearances at all home basketball games on a band 
Theiman said. 
Members of the newly formed 
dance orchestra will be ready to 
accept engagements to play on 
and off-campus by mid-January. 
The orchestra has made two ap-
pearances to elate at dormitory 
parties and was well received. 
Auditions for a vocalist with the 
dance orchestra will be held early 
next month, Theiman said, al-
though he did not stipulate 
whether the singer would be male 
or female. 
stand university officials plan to construct, Mr. Gilbert Mar- !!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111! 
inger, band director, explained this week. a WHITE VILLA FOODS 5 
The band stand will be similar to the stand built last 5 i 
summer in the football stadium = from = 
and will be large enough to ac- stated. ; 5 
commoclate the whole aggrega- The constantly increasing music § S U N S H I N E f A R M S S 
tion. library now contains semi-classic ! 5 
Following the basketball season, and popular compositions aug- 5 WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC. 5 
the band hopes to make a concert mented by various marches, most j 537 EAST PEARL ST. § 
tour of nearby colleges and uni- of which the orchestra plans to E § 
versities. Several colleges have use during the basketball season, :1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.mllllllllllllllllllllllllllr: 
extended invitations to the band 
for concert bookings, Paul Thei-
man, president of the b an d, 
ANOTHER "X" ROOTER 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rauen be-
came the proud parents of a girl,' 
born December 10, at St. Elizabeth 
Hospital, Covington, Ky. John is 
a business administration senior. 
The Rauen's have one other child. 
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!! 
~'I 
SMOKING PLEASURE" 
STAR OF Tltll HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION 
FOR PARAMOUNT RELEASE 
"I WALK 
,MIDDISHADE 
TUXEDOS 
H thc1·e"s one occasion on which you want 
lo look expensively lai101·ed, it's when you 
put on fo1·mal wear. So for that club dale 
it's snw1·t to wear one of the famous "MID-
DJ ES" 1ailm·ed hy famous l\IIDDIESHADE. ,. 
G1·osgrnin lapels and sayJed in tlm new long 
roll, 
55 .oo HESTERFIELD 
A\ ALWA"YS MILDER } B BETTER TASTING 
CJ COOLER SMOKING ~~ tM "S!Zf~H 
.. _ 
• 
. . 
KNIGHTS 
a11d DAZE 
By Dick Fairbmiks 
,. . 
. .. 
'Tis the night before Christmas 
and all through' the dorm 
Not a creature is stirring, not e'en 
Fr. Linz. 
The campus is glistening, the halls 
lending form 
To serene rodic patterns on gossa-
mer chintz. 
The students and faculty snug in 
their beds 
Have myriad visions that dance in 
their heads, 
They're dreaming of Santa and 
hoping he'll leave 
What they wish in their stocking 
this glad Christmas Eve. 
The Spirit of Yuletide says, "Come 
follow me, 
"And like brother Scrooge some 
strange things you will see!" 
So we drift out the window and 
over the snow 
And atop above Joe Link's apart-
ment below. 
His dreams are of dressing in 
Santa Claus Clothes 
\Vithout scaring people whereve1· 
he goes. 
Now Dr. Willer we see fast asleep 
With visions of sailors, those men 
of the deep. 
The Doctor is smiling as softly he 
rests 
For his Navy has Shakespeare tat-
tooed on their chests. 
Bill Bocklage's thoughts are all set 
up in print, 
And in his mind's eye there arises 
a glint ' 
Of heavenly bliss as he watches 
the elves 
Who run College Papers that pub-
lish themselves. 
Joe Meyer has found that inflation 
is here, 
So he's pleading, "Santa, bring 
back nickle beer." 
We find Fr. Usher 'mid music sub-
lime 
By a Clef Club that sings the right 
notes the first time. 
Norb Mollmann has scaled the 
ethereal range 
By arriving first period on time for 
a change. 
Our friend John McDonald is 
scooping up slush 
In a spankin' new snow plow he 
won from "Miss Hush." 
The Curtain is rising at Carnegie 
Hall; 
A terriffic ovation is rendered by 
all 
As Gil Marringer stands with a 
golden baton 
To direct Xavier's band for "the 
show must go on." 
Then sleeping Patricia of auld 
Riley clan 
Who wrote Dorothy Dix and has 
landed her man. 
The night wearies on as the dawn-
ing draws near. 
We're back at old Xavier, Hark!! 
What do we hear? 
Why, it's just Dr. Wheeler who's 
coming our way. 
You're hunting about for Dick 
Fairbanks you say, 
That's me, Doc, now see, Doc, 
That look in your eye, 
I'm gone, Doc, Hold on, Doc? ? ? 
And may I ask why? 
I figured you'd read those few lines 
that I wrote, 
Whoah, now, watch out! Get your 
hands off my throat. 
I've murdered our language, my 
meter's all wrong? ' 
Why, I'll call up the gas man, I 
won't be long. 
Leggo, Doc! I know, Doc! 
But y'r squeezin'·so tight. 
My neck, Doc! Aw, heck, Doc! 
Loosen up so I might 
Yell "MERRY CHRISTMAS TO 
ALL, 
AND TO ALL (Ouch! Doc, Pu-
lease) 
GOOD NIGHT! 
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69 Merit Letters PRIEST'S MOTHER 
Auel Nu1uerals For ILL IN CHICAGO 
Mrs. E. W. Henderson, of Chi-
1947 Grid Season cago, Ill., elderly mother of Rev. 
Lawrence E. Henderson, S.J., for-
mer professor of classical lan-
guag·es and Student Counsellor at 
the University, fell recently and 
dislocated a shoulder. Her condi-
tion was described by hospital at-
taches at St. Elizabeth Hospital in 
Chicago as serious. Friends of 
Father Henderson arc sending 
sympathy and Christmas cards to 
Mrs. Henderson at Room 235, St. 
Elizabeth Hospital, 1433 Clermont 
Football lellers were uwurdecl to the 
following men of the \'nrs!ty squncl by 
Conch K!uskn: 
Thomas Bnllnbnn James L!ber 
l\Inur!ce Brotzge Donnie! l\Tungold 
Robert Buresh James ~lnrck 
Robert Conway John i\!nrtinko\·!c 
James Dnum James i\fason 
James DeFrnnco Robert i\lcQuude 
Pnul Drennan Slc\•e O'Den 
Thomas Duff John Oliver 
Patrick Feh1·!ng .Tohn Picciano 
Carol Helmers Richard Quehl 
Walter Hirth Ray Stackhouse 
John Hyle Jack Trncy 
Donald Kav Michael Vikurto\'sky 
Daniel Kelly ChPster Wilson 
Allen Lang Joseph Zuzga 
Bob E\·es!uge, Student i\lannger 
Bob Drennan, Assistant 1\lanager 
Freshmen who were awarded the 
numerals, "1951," were: 
Tom Bohannon James Kolker 
B!il Cady !~cl Kunkel 
Francis Crowe Pete Lemrio 
Jim Daley Bill Lev! 
Bill Da\'is Don Luken 
B0b Dean Bruno Musclea 
I~1·ank Glade James McGown 
A vc., Chicago, Ill. 
Students are asked to stay 
out of Hinkle Hall unless they 
have business therein. 
PAGE FIFTEEN 
The cost of one new 
e 1 e c tr i c generating 
unit which your Elec-
tric Company is add-
Don Grimes Paul i\lisali 
Jerry Hanlon Jim Murphy 
Jack Heitzman Hugh O'Brien 
Bil! Hess Paul Rothan 
Joe Hess Bob Shilling 
Gene Hipp Charles Squcri 
Bob Jnsany Bil! Wells 
Bob Kief Leo Winkler 
Paul Bucco, Student Manager 
RECORDS 
SHEET MUSIC 
GREETING CARDS 
• • 
ing to those now in operation at its Columbia Power 
Plant, is actually more than the estimatell cost of the 
spectacular new Terrace Plaza Building at 6th & Race. 
Both projects show a lot of faith in the future of this 
community, don't they? 
Letters we1·e nwnrd'ecl to the follow-
ing cheer lenders: 
Jack Clines Sand~· DeSuntos 
Ray Borntracgcr Ken Unnaton 
SONG SHOP THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO. 
Thomas Link Louis i\Ietzger 34-36 E. Fifth St. 
On Fountain Square 
BACK STUDENT RELIEF!! ~··············· .. 
l 
qt' s sue' /un (Jl/t •'ogglng 
at S'llllto' • ~se + • +' 
s ..... ,. 0111•'• •• ,, ....... ,1 ... y ....... ..., ..... ~ ...... 
111•11• Cllrl1t1 .. 1 sift, 11io.,aa1 .. ,.. ......... .,...,. I• ..._ ..-
Sllllllto Mrvlcffl 
• ConYHfe1f parldai' la S.•IHHo'•· MW t J»oo·••r ,.,.,.. 
• GHt CertfflcoNI NIY• Mat,...,,..,,, ,,..,.,. ., wW 
to 9lve. 
• NHC'f Harper, hleftli•H OU...,- 7000, wll M ... 
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LET SHILLITO'S HELP YOU MAKE THIS A MllRY.-CHllSTMAS 
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Store Hour•: 10 to 5:30 • Telephone DVnbar 4700 • Fourth at Race - on Quality Street 
1 
/ 
MEN'S 
SHOP 
W mel Here's Real He-Man Stuff I 
Send Tlaetn To Pogue's and You'll Have 
something to shout about 
Here. are some super suggestions for gifts you bµy for 
other men •.•• for gifts you want to receive yourself. So 
come to Pogue's when you shop ••• and send the gals our· 
way for your gifts. . They'll find no back·of·the-closet 
things here. • .no "panty·waist paraphanalia". • .but 
real he-man presents. We're specialists with the "male 
animal" and suggest ~ensihle, usable, durable gifts. So 
look over the list. • .come in and see the merchandise 
and trust Pogue's Men's Shop for the finest! 
Men'• Furniihinga, Street Floor 
'J'BE B. 6 S. POGIJE ·~olflPANY'S lflEN'S SBOP 
' 
• 
.. 
